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Young W1ld West Trapped In A Canyon
OR, ARIETTA'S SWING FOR LIFE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.- Followed.

"~ -ell, Et, I am satisfied that those fellows

· r ~ following- us."
am I, Wild. They have had more than an
hour to overtake us, and that means that t hey
are not ready for that yet. But who can they
be?"
"I haven't any idea as to that. But thev have
been acting in a suspicious way, and that satisfi es me that they are after us, and a re simply
waiting- for a g-ood chance to give us a surprise."
The speakers were Young· Wild We t, the wellknown Boy Hero of the West, commonly called
the Champion Deadshot, and his golden-haired
sweetheart, Arietta Murdock. The two were
standing- by their horses on a knoll close to a
roue:h trail that ran along the mountainside. It
was in a part of the Rockies, in the western side
of Colorado, where, at the time of which we
write, there was little or nothing- in the wav of
civilization to be found, except in a few mining
camps . that were scattered about through the
wild reg-ion. Something over an hour before the
lever young deadshot had caug-ht sight of four
orsemen, who were- following- the trail they
ad come over. He knew thev saw him when he
loo\ ed around, and when they quickly slackened
their pace he became suspicious of them. Then,
knowin1r that there were plenty of suitable places
to camp in over nig-ht, Young Wild West had
advised ~hat the party proceed at a slower irait,
a nd e:ive the four horsemen a chance to overtake
them. This had been done, but the quartette
failed to appear. Then the young deadshot and
his sweetheart left their friends at a halt on
the trail and rode up the knoll to try and get a
look at the men behind them. Thev did not see
them, 1.lUt they did see a column of smoke ascending- above the jagged rocks half a mile away.
The afternoon being well advanced, the probabilities were that the four horsemen }}ad gone' into
camp.
"Well, Et," the young- deadshot aid, as he
n odded t o his sweetheart. "I reckon we may as
!well pitch our camp iOmewJ1ere around here. I
am interested in those four men, and instead
f wait ing- fo r t hem to come to us, I'll g-o to
hem. Come on down."
~ In stead of mountin_g· his sorrel stallion, Soittire, Young Wild West started to lead t he noble
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animal down the short descent. Arietta led hel:'
cream-white broncho, Snowflake. in the same
way, and in less than a minute thev had .ioined
those below, who were Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, and his wife, Anna: Jim Dart and his
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and Hop Wah and
Wing Wah, two Chinamen, who were brothers,
employed in the capacity of servants.
"Did yer see anything, Wild?" Chevenne
Charlie asked, as the young deadshot came· bacls:.
"We saw the smoke from a camp-..fi.r.e, Charlie, "
was the reply.
"How far are thev awav from here?"
"Jm;t about half a mile, as near as I can
.iudire."
"Well, if I was yon I'd stop rie:ht here an' trv
an' find out what thev've been follerin' us in
sich a sneaky wav for."
"That's .iust what I mean to do, Charlie," and
the boy laughed lig-htly as he nodded approvindy.
"There's a mig-hty fine place rig-ht here to the
left. We was lookin' at it while you an' Arietta
was up there."
"All rie:ht, Charlie. I think your judg-ment is
sufficient. We'll e:o rig-ht to the , pot vou refer
to and the two heathens can out the· camp in
shape without delay."
·
Cheyenne Charlie was not mistaken in saving
that it was a good place to camp, for when they
got there they found everything- as convenient
for them as it could possibly be under such
conditions. Boulders and big- rocks were scattered about and would afford protection in case o-f
an attack upon the camp. Youn!! Wild West always saw to it that they were well established irt
this way. So many times had they been attacked
on very short notice bv outlaws and bands of
prowling- redskins that the lesson had been well
learned, and no matter how close thev were to a
settlement or mining- camp, they always saw to
it that they were well protected, and a watch
was invariably kept durinl!' the niitht.
As has been said, Young- Wild West and his
friends were in no hurry to iret anvwhere in particular. They were simply riding-· about on one
of their horseback trips in search of excitement
and adventure. and fortune, too. if it happened
to come t heir wa y, a nd the fact that the v sus-
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rrrte<l that thev were beinP" followed bv four
Pnknown men was auite enough to interest them
:>nd make them feel as though thev had better
;"lvestigate. The sun was not more than two
hours high when the work of puttine: the camp
in shape began. The two Chinamen unloaded
the pack-horses, and with great regularitv and
precision erected two tents, one for the girls and
t he other for the male members of the party.
Young Wild Wei,t and his partners tied the
horf<es alcnl!' the edl!'e of the brook where the
gra~s 1rrew luxuria:itlv, and having <lone this the
voun1r cl<.';:- tl shot nodded t o the scout and !Said:
" Now th en. Charlie, while Wing- is cooking- the
~- upper I rP ckcn we'll take a walk back alone:
the trai l. I: is onlv half a mile, so we won't
Peed t he ho.. ~e« I am anxiou f< to have a look
;, t t he fou r fello:i.v$ who have been on our trail so
Jon ir."
E nvinP- decid ed upon what he mea:.it to do,
the b"v pfrked uo hi s rifle and, nodding to Dart
a nd t he p-irl ~. said :
"W e'll be back in i:somet hiP1r like half an hour.
By t r. a t t ime the i:supper will be nearlv readv."
"All r ight. Wild ." Arietta answered, while Jim
P-a Ye a n od of assent .
,v iJd then stnte,J off, the scout following clo,-e
1,eJ.i ind him. Reachinl!' the trail, which was less
tha 71 a hundred feet from the spot where thev
had camped, thev started walking with lone: and
ensv ,strides in the direction they had come from
<'TI horseback. When the v had covered a distance
that might have been a trifle over half a mile
thev came to a high point of the trai1. Then the
voung deadshot, who was looking ahead, saw the
l'moke again. .
"There's the camp, Charlie," he said, coolly,
as he pointed it out.
"I see it, Wild," was the reply. "Puttv close
by, ain't it?"
"Yes. Not more than two or three minutes'
walk fr om here. They've camped rie:ht beside the
trail, too, I can see that. I remember that blacklooking rock a s we passed it. "
After pausing a minute Wild and Charlie pursued their wav in the direction of the camp
thev knew w s so close at hand. A couple of
rr.iriutei::· more and thev were at the foot of a
crage:y hill. The smoke was rising from a point
not more than a hundred yards the other side
of this. The vou:.ig deadshot knew that if they
climbed toward the top of thP ctaJ? they would be
able to look down directly upon the spot.
"Come, Cha1·lie," he said, in a whisper. "We'll
do a little spyinJ? before we let them know we
are so close by."
It was not a dit,icult task, yet it reouired considerable skill. But so used were our friends to
that sort of thinjf that it W"S with the greatest
of ease that the two ascended until thev were
nearly at the top of a big mass of rock. Then
it was that thev crept around upon a narrow
ledge and were abre to look down upon what lav
below and beyond. Just about a hundred vards
away they saw four men movin£ about a brightly
burning fire. One of them was cookinsz, while
the others seemed to be bent upon making the
fire burn better.
Not far from them their horses were tied, and
a short distance from the fire !av their saddles,
Llankets and other equipments. There was noth-

in£ about either of the men that would suggest
that thev were anythin£ more than ordinary
prospectors, for they all wore the rough attire
common to that part of the country. Wild and
Charlie waited long enough to get a good look
at all their faces. Thev would know them a,rain,
that was certain.
"They look to be peaceful fellowi:: enough,
Charlie," th~ young deaclshot said, as he started
to creery back on the led,re.
"Yes, that's right, Wild. But vou can't never
tell by the looks, though. I'd jest like to know
what they've been followin' us in such a slv wav
for."
"So would I, Charlie. I am e:oing to trv and
find out right away."
"Good enough. We'll go on down, then."
"We'll go a little easy, Charlie. There's no
need of letting them know we're coming- until we
get riszht close to them," was the advice of
Young- Wild West, as he started alone: the trail.
With his rifle in his hand, as if he wa~ look. in11: f~r something in the y,,av of J?am_ e, Cl-r~
_·'!nne
Charlie strode along behmd the bov. The1".-:_lid
not have to take many steps before thev came •
full sight of the camp of the ouartette. But thev
were not makiniz any noise as thev walked alon11:.
and so the attention of the men was r\1t attracted. It was not until they were w: 1in a
hundred feet of the spot that .thev were ooserved. Then it was by the merest accident, for onll
of the men happened to start that way, no doubt
with the intention of pickini;r up some broken·
boughs of a tree that lav on the l!'round. The
instant he saw the two approachinir he called out
excitedly to his companions. Then the eyes of
all four were fixed upon Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie as they coolly came walking
toward them.
"How are you, e:ents?" the vouag deadshot
called out, in his cool and easy way. "Getting
ready for supper, I see."
"Yes," one of them. who appeared to be the
leader, manag-ed to answer, after a short period
of silence. "I reckon it's about time to g-1t
somethin' to eat. We've been ridin' over some
putty roug-h countrv all day Ion£. an' wilei, we
got here we thought jt was a mighty e:ood place
to put up till tomorrow mornin'. We've been
doin' some prospectin' up this way, an' we're
headin' for a ca!J1p that must ba somewhere
within thirty miles of here."
"I see," the you:.ig deadshot answered, as he
walked on up to them and took a look at their
outfit. "Had any luck?"
.
"Nothin' to speak of," retorted the leader. who
now appeared to be quite at his ease. "It's
most like lookin' for a needle in a haystack. It's
only once in a million times that a feller kin
strike it rich. Maybe it won't ever be our
chance, an' maybe it will. But where did you
come from, young feller?"
"Our camp is o:.ily about half a mile from
here. We saw the smoke from your fire, and
thought we would come over and see who was
here."
"How many is there of yer?" came the ouery,
while all four waited as thou1Zh eager to hear
the answer.
"Why, don't vou k11ow?" ·wild answered, for he
was bound to come to the Point sooner or later.
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and he tl1ouirht it Proper not to delav it an~·
further.
'·Why, no, I don't know. How could I know
how man v there is of yer? This is the first time
we're ever seen ver."
"You're sure of that?"
''We didn't know that there was anv one so
close to us," declared the fellow, shaking his
head to emphasize the words.
"See here, my friend. You know you're not
telling- the truth. You know just how many there
are in our party, for you were followincr us for
- over an hour that I know of. How much long-er
I ca..,'t say. Now, then, why did you turn back
when vou found that we had seen vou cominit?"
For an answer the leader of the quartette
jumped back quickly and pulled a l?'Un from his
hip.
''Give it to 'em boys!" he called out. "Let's
put an end to Young- Wild West forever!"

CHAPTER IL-Exhibitions of Shootinir.
The leader of the quartette had barely uttered
the words when he found himself looking- squareIv into the black muzzle of a revolver. His
own weapon was in his hand, but was pointing
toward the g-round. The boy had him dead to
rights, and he realized it instantly, and before
his three companions could pull their g-uns he
gave vent to a gasp and exclaimed:
''Look out, boys! He's vot me."
B}' this time Cheyenne Charlie was holding· a
l?'Ull in either hand.
'·What is the matter, stranp·ers ?" Young vVild
asked, in his cool and easy way, as he smiled at
the man he had covered. "I reckon you took a
sudclen notion of putting- me out of the way,
didn't you? But you have changed vour mind.
You don't feel like doing it just now. do vou ?"
"Don't shoot!" cried the leader, showing plai:ilv the fear he felt.
· '·I feel as thoug-h I ought to shoot you, but I
won't. You meant to shoot me, but yoll were not
quick enough. You're different from me in that
respect. But I have 1rot you rig·ht where I want
you, and if you don't answer the question I am
going- to put to you truthfully, I certainlv will
shoot. Now, then, why do vou want to put an
end to me forever?"
"I've g·ot reasons for feelin' that way, YoungWild West." the man answered, as he moved his
feet uneasily. "Most likely you know me, anyhow, an' that oug-hfer make yer understand that
I couldn't be no friend of yours."
"I don't remember of havinir seen vou before,"
the young deadshot answered, scanning his face
carefully. "But there are so manv sneaking
scoundrels whom I have come in contact with
that I suppose there is nothing strang-e in my
failure to recognize you. I have lots of enemies,
and vou are one of them. That is plain enough.
But ,·ou haven't answered my question yet."
"I don't know what to say any more than that
I made up my mind over a year a2"0 that if I
ever g·ot the chance I was g-oin' to clean vou up."
"Ah! You came pretty near having the chance
just now, didn't vou ?"
"Yes, putty near."
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"Well," Wild said, after a pause, "I don't know
you, and I can't sav that I want to, eith r. But
you can bet that I'll remember vou the next time
I meet you. There is no need of me telling vo11
what you had better do, I suppose, so I'll just
give. you a little exhibition of some quick and
accurate shooting, and then we'll go on about ot.1r
•
business."
Bill Suggs wore a long-, heavy mustache of a
brownish color. The ends stuck out at either side
of his face, giving him a dicidedly villainous appearance. The bov shut his left eve. and puttinir
the other on a line with the blue-steeled barrel of
his revolver, quickly pulled the trig·ger.
Crack! As the report rang out one of the
ends of the villain's· mustache disappeared.
"Stand right where you are!" came the command, as the villain made a move to run behind
a rock. He halted instantly and faced the young
deadshot, who, without waiting any more than a
f\econd, fired again. This time the other end of
the luxuriant mw,tache went off.
"How is that, Bill Sug·g·s?" Wild asked. with a •
tantalizing laug·h. "I am a prettv g-ood shot, I
reckon, don't you think so?"
"Don't shoot again!" cried the villain, throwing
up both hands, his face now pale with fear.
"Wild, one of them sneakin' coyotes has e:ot
whiskers what needs trimmin'. Suppose I go
ahead an' do it?" Cheyenne Charlie ,;poke UP. as,
he shook his head toward the three who were
standing· sli.e:htlv to the left.
"Never mind, Charlie," was the reply. "1
haven't the least doubt but what you could do it
in pretty good shape. But I think it's enoug-h
for the present. Maybe you'll have a chance a
little later on to do more than trim the villain's
•
whiskers."
"I reckon so, Wild. They've been followin' u:,
jest to ketch us nappin' an' wipe us out. We
know that now for a fact, so I reckon we'll
know jest what to do if we git sfo:ht of 'em
ag'in."
"That's it, Charlie. Now, then, we'll e:o on
back to tlr camp."
Wild stepped over closer to them now, anil
Pointing- to a big- rock a short distance awav he
said, commandingh•:
"Line vourselves up here and look straight at
the rock until you hear a shot fired. Then you
can do anvthing- you like."
Then the boy picked up an empty whiskv flask
that was lying- on the ground, and waiting until
the four had obeyed his instructions, he placed
the f'l.a~k upon the top of the rock not more than
three i!\ches above the head of the tallest of the
·
four. '
"When you hear a shot fired vou mav feel
some broken glass flying about your heads," he
went on, with a nod and a smile. "You had
better not look around, or it mav be one of you
who irets the bullet instead of the flask."
Not a word in the way of a reply came from
the villains, so the voung deadsbot coollv turned
and walked away from the spot. Charlie went
after him, but he took care to keep a watch upon
the men, whom he thought mfo:ht turn and start
to shoot. But it is doubtful if such a thinir as
that would have happened if the two had walked
leisurely awav without looking- at them. Not
until he was a good hundred yards from the
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RPOt dirl Youn_g- Wild West come to a halt. Then
he coolly placed his rifle to his shoulder anrl,
noddinir to his partner, said:
"Now then, Charlie, 1 am iroi;itt to smash tnat
whi:-;k;y flask."
"You kin do it all ri_g-ht. Wild," wa the reply.
"I reckon I could do it myself."
"That\; so. Excuse me. I'll idve you the
chance to fire the shot."
"Jei;t as you say, vVild."
"Go ahead, Char-lie."
Much Pleaserl at the opportunity t show his
:-;kill and at the same time strike terror to t~e
hearts of the four villains, the scout raised his
rifle stepping out a little to the right so he
would have a good chance. Wild lowered his rifle
an watched with no little interest. The ~cout
took a quick aim and pressed the trigger.
Crang! A,; the report rang- out the bottle flew
int a thousand pieces. All four of the men
leaped away from the rock a;id turned and looked
at the two, who were standing in plain view of
them.
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie. a!'. he
~hook his rifle at them. "I reckon vou felt the
pieces of ulass flyin' over your facei,, you sneakin' covotes. You'll feel somethin' worse than
that if you keep on followin' us."
There was no reply to this, so, no(lding to his
companio;i, the young deaclshot i,aid:
"Come on, Charlie. I reckon thev won't follow
u:-; iust now, anyhow. We'll go on back t the
camp, and by the time we get there Wing will
have supper ready."
Occasionally looking back the two started to
return to the camp. But they saw nothing of the
four men,• and arrived there in due time.
"You dirln't stay so verv lo;ig-, after all, Wild,"
Arietta said, ai; she hastened to greet her <lashinv: youn_g- Jover. "We heard shot!. fired and we
thought you had _g-ot into trouble."
"No trouble at all, little _g-irl," was the , milinir
retort. "We simply gave those fedllows an exhibition of some fancy shooting-, that's all. They
were delighted at it, too."
"Tell us all about it, Wild," i:;aid Jim Dart,
who seemed to be eager to know the result of the
little trip on foot they had taken. The voung
deadshot was not long- in dorng this. all listeninl?
intentlv to what he said.
Wild accepted a bucket of water Hop brought
to him just then, and was soen washing his face
and hands. Then Charlie took a turn at it and
they were soon readv for supper, which was
about cooked by thi time.
"Go on and eat, bovs,'' Jim Dart said, as he
picked up his rifle. "Those fellows may have followed you, after all, and we don't know at what
minute they mis.ht open fire on u,;."
"I hardlv think so, Jim," was the young deadshot's reply. "But you can suit vourself about
It."
·
.
But Jim wanted to be on the safe sHle, and
he walked over to a rockv hill and soon made
hls wav to the top of it. From this point he
could look Quite a distance up the trail, and he
sat there while the rest ate their supper without
seeing the least sign of any o;-ie. Then Cheven;1e
Charlie and his wife came to the top of the hill.
each with a rifle.
"Wl:l'll stav here for a , hile, Jim," the scout

said. "I was jest tellin' Anna that mavbe · she
mig-ht £!"it a chance to git a crack at one of
them _g-aloots. Go on an' g-it your ,;upper. You
must be as hungry as a bear by this time. I
know I would be if I'd been in vour place, 'cause
when I know omebody else is eatin' it makes me
feel a blamed sight hungrier."
"AH right, Charlie, I reckon I can do full
justice to what there is for me," and lau_g-hing)y,
Jim hurried down to the camp.
Then while Charlie and Anna were watchin_gup the trail Hop Wah started to ioin them.
''What do you want, heathen?" the scout demanded, a frown showing on his face, for it was
seldom that he showed real signs of J!.'reat friendliness with the Chinaman. ""Want to watch, too?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me wantee watchee.
Maybe 'Um four bad Melican men comee 'long-.
Len me makee somethlinJ!.' ve1ly muchee funny
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee. Makee plenty
fireworks, plentv bang-bang!"
"YeR, vou'll make plenty of fireworks an' a
whole lot of noise with that blamed old cava]ry
pistol you have got. You're always stuffin' the
chambers with stuff that akes colored-fire when
it iroes off. Not sayin' hat vou ain't done lots
of good with the old pistol, but sometimes vou
needed bullets in it when you didn't have 'em."
"L'at allee light, Misler Charlie. Me fixee. Me
shootee velly muchee stlaig-ht, so be. Me R"Ottee
bullets in um pistol now. Me showee vou lat me
shootee velly much stlaight."
Charlie looked up the trail. There were no
sign!'S of the four men appearinl!", so he decided
to make the heathen show what he could do in
the line of shooting. Hop had never been a 1?ood
i;hot. While he was a clever sleig-ht-of-hand performer, and was capable of doing wonderful
thin_gs, and had many times been the direct
mean!' of savinl!" the lives of the- members of
the party, he was nothinir at fig-htinir. and did
not know how to handle a firearm with effect.
1f Charlie and Anna had been looking down
the hill when Hop reached the foot of it they
miiht have formed an idea of what he was up to.
But thev had not, and when the clever Chinee
took a seat on a rock near them and pointed to
a small white stone that was resting upo;, the
edire of a big- rock below them thev looked on
with interest and waited to hear what he Pr<>posed to do.
"You see lat lillee white stone, Misler
Charlie?" Hop asked, as he pointed down to it.
"Yes, I see it," was the reply. "You don't
think you could hit that from here, do ver ?"
"Me knockee lat stone off um lock in one
shot, Misler Charlie."
"Huh! You talk like a fool. You couldn't hit
the rock, let alone the little stone on the top of
it."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me bettee
vou fivee dollee when me shootee um lillee ·stone
go off um lock."
"See here, heathen, you're always puttin' uo
some kind of a job to git the best of me. But
I reckon this time vou won't do it. Put that
five dollars up right away now, 'cause I ain.'..t
iroin' to give you no chance to crow."
"l\fo puttee uppee, "'.\fo,Jer Charlie," and HoJ>
drew a five dollar goldpiece from one of his
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nockets and laid it on the g-round at the scout's time now. The chances were that thev would
appear during the nig-ht, anyhow. Our hero had
feet.
Charlie was not long- in producinit five dollars, not offered to make any preparations for an atand when he had placed it on the g-round beside tack dui-ine: the davli_g-ht.
He knew it was · possible that they were being·
the 1roldpiece he said:
"Now, then, you f!0 ahead an' take one shot watched, and if they were seen at it the villains
at that little stone on the rock down here. If , would know better how to act. But now that it
the stone is there after you shoot I win the was dark he spoke to Charlie and Jim about it,
and the result was that all hands, includinir the
money, an' if you knock if off I lose."
g-irls, set at work g-athering- up the bl1r boulders
"Lat lif!ht, Misler Charlie."
Hop drew the big- pistol. which was a six- that could be handled bv them, until they had
shooter of the type that had bee;-i used in the formed Quite a barricade across one end of the
earlv fifties, from under his blouse, and after camping- spot, reaching- straig-ht to the cliff.
It " was proved that our friends had made the
examining- it as thoug-h he wanted to make sure
that it was readv for use. he leveled it at the extra precautions for naug-ht, for the nig-ht passed without them being- disturbed, not a. sound
little white stone · below and said:
breaking- the :itillness other than the ordinary
· "Watchee, Misler Charlie."
"I'm watchin'," was the reply. "Go ahead." noises that mig-ht be expected to be heard in
Bang-! The pistol was discharg-ed with a loud such a wild place. Earlv the following- morningreport, and. sure enoug-h, the little white stone all hands were up ready for another day.
fell from the rock.
After a g-ood breakfast the pack-horses were
"Great g-imlets !" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, loaded with the camping- outfit and supplies. and
turning- to his wife. "What do vou think of that, they were ready to go on. As they usu.allv did,
g-al? He's _g-ot me ag-'in. I didn't know that he Young- Wild West and Arietta, his sweetheart,
had been practicin' any lately. That wa.c; what I rode on ahead to take a survey of what Lav becall a mig-hty g-ood shot. Why, it's easv forty fore them. But thev were rather cautious in
feet."
doing- this just now. for both felt that the four
"Me shootee velly muchee stlaig-ht, so be, villains who had been following- them were lurkMisler Charlie," declared Hop, as he Picked up ing- somewhere close at hand. Once upon the
the money.
trail, our hero turned · to his sweetheart and
Then, as if he was thoroug-hly satisfied with said: "Well, Et, here is about where we came to
what he l1ad done, he started to 1ro down the hill. a halt late vesterdav afternoon. It strikes me
Just then the scout noticed that a very thin silk that it would be a g-ood idea to ride to the top
of the hill ag-ain and look back. We mig-ht see
string- was tied to one of his ankles.
It flashed upon him instantly. The clever the smoke from a campfire."
Chinee had played a trick on him, and had not hit
" All rig-ht, Wild," the g-irl answered, and she
the stone vrith a bullet at all. As Quick as a flash promptly turned her horse toward the hill.
he leaped after him, and catching him by the
The young- deadshot followed her, and they
collar. exclaimed:
Quickly reached the top of it. They had hardly
"Hold on, heathen! I reckon you hl:i.d better done so when, lookinp- back, they -saw exactly
hand me that money. You didn't shoot that little what they had spoken of. Smoke was seen risingstone. You had a strinf! tied to it, an' wnen vou from the very point it had appeared from the
fired you moved your foot an' made the stone day before.
fall off the rock. That's a putty g-ood trick. but
"It's all rig-ht, little g-irl," our hero said, in his
it ain't f!;oin' to work this time."
cool and easy way. "Those fellows are J?etting
exclaimed
Charlie!"
Misle:i:.
Stoppee,
hi!
"Hip
their breakfast. They have,n't started as yet."
Hoo, and then he suddenly wrig-g-led himself from Then nodding- to his s weetheart to follow him.
derocky
the
down
ran
and
g-rasp
the scout's
he turned and rode down to the foot of the hill.
scent, ref!;ardless of the fact that he was running"They are back there in camp yet. Charlie,"
The
himself.
the risk of falling- and injuringWild said, in answer to an inquiring- look from
hurJim
scout ran after him, and then Wild and
the scout. "They are just about g-ettini;r their
ried to the spot to find out what the difficulty breakfast, I s uppose. The smoke from the fire
same
was. Both undertook to explain at the
looks as thoug-h it mig-ht have been made but a
time, and the result was that the bov could not s hort time ago."
get head nor tail of it. But Anna came down,
"They're smart enouirh noi to come sneakin'
and when Wild had stopped Charlie and Hop around
us in the daylight, anyhow, an' that
from talking- she related how the wag-er had been shows
that they must have a little sense,"
made.
Charlie answered, with a shrug- of the shoulders.
"But most likely we'll see somethin' of 'em afore
the sun sets ag-'in. Do you think we'll run across
a minin' camp afore night, Wild?"
CHAPTER III.- In the Canyon.
''I wouldn't like to express an opinion as to
When Cheyenne Charlie found all hands laug-h- that, Charlie," and the boy shook his head doubting- at him he took it g-ood-naturedly, thoug-h the ingly. "It happens that we are in a place where
g·lance he shot toward Hop Wah indicated plainly we have never been before, to my recollection.
that he meant to f!;et even with him at the earli- Mining- camps are spring-ing- up and dying- out
est opportunity. It g-ot dark shortly after the rig·ht along-, and it may be that we'll strike one
fun on the rocky hill, and nothing- more had been before noon, or perhaps sooner than that. Then,
seen of the four men since Wild and Charlie left ag-ain, we might have to travel a hundred miles
them at their camp. But if they intended to seek
before we do. This tr-ail don't show the evidences
reveng-e they were liable to come along- at an:v
of being- traveled much, which. means that it is
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rather doubtful that we will hit anythinf?' in the
way of civilization today, unless," he added, with
a nod of the head, ''we should happen to run upon
another trail, which is not at all unlikely."
If it had not been that here and there a heavy
print of a wagon-rut showed it reallv could not
have been called a trail that they were followinf?'. They continued on until noon, and just
then thev came to the mouth of a rather deep
canyon, ·throuf?'h the center of which quite a
stream of water was flowhlf?'. The ground was
:;;o stony at this point that all vestiges of anything like hoof-prints or wheel-ruts were wiped
out, and they could not tell whether the trail
continued on past the mouth of the canyon or
turned into it. But there was very itood traveling through the deep defile, so it struck them all
that if they followed the stream of water they
must surely come out to a mininf?' camp. After
talking it over for about five minutes they decided to rest there for an hour, anyhow, and
selecting a convenient spot they unsaddled their
horses, while the Chinamen removed the heavy
loads from the- pack-horses.
"Misler Wild," Hop Wah said, as he pointed
to the stream, "maybe me allee samee ketchee
some fishee."
"Maybe you mig-ht be able to do that, Hop,"
wai: the reply.
"Me likee tly, Misler Wild."
1
' All right, go ahead.
If you hurry a little we
might have some for dinner."
This just suited the heathen, and in less than
five minutes he was getting his fishing tackle
ready. He always carried a little of everything,
and included in his outfit were hooks and lines
necessary for catching- fish. When he had cau.11:ht
Rome bugs and other insects that might be used
for bait the clever Chinee walked down the
stream until he found a spot that suited him, and
then started in at fishing-. Cheyenne Charlie,
curious to know how he would make out, followed him and sat down on a rock near at hand.
Hop regarded him rather suspiciously, for he
feared that the scout mif?'ht take a notion to
throw him into the water, .iust to get square with
him for the clever trick he had nlaved upon him
the night before, wl1en he won -five dollars from
him. But imch was not the scout's intention just
then. He knew Hop was an expert at catching
fo;h, and he felt as though he would like to have
fish for his breakfast. It was not lonf?' beforE\
the Chinaman got a bite. Then he quickly
landed l two-pounder on the bank. 'fhe scout
1·an to pick it up. Just then there was a rustling
sound in some bushes the other side of the
stream.
Charlie turned from the fish to see what it
was, and when he beheld a half-grown bear
making its way to the water, visions of broiled
bear instantly arose. He did not have his rifle
with him, but his brace of revolvers were right
when thev shotlld be. Hop saw the bear almost as soon as the scout did. He was, of
cour!;e, surprised, but not at all alarmed.
"Me catchee fishee; you catchee bear, Misler
Charlie," he said.
Crack! Cheyenne Charlie fired and sent a
bullet cta~hinR' into the bear's skull. The animal
rolled · over upon the ,rround, but got on its feet
again in a second.

Crack! This time the scout irot a chance at
the left side, and he sent a bullet to the heart.
"Keep l'ight on fishin', Hop," he said, with a
nod. "Fish for dinner an' bear steaks for supper. I reckon that's all right."
Those at the camp, which was not more than
a hundred and fifty feet distant, were, of course,
attracted to the sJ)ot by the sbootinf?'. All but
Wing came running there. But Charlie had
found a good place to cross, and he was on the
other side of the stream before they an-ived.
"What's the matter, Hop?" Wild asked, lookinf?' at the Chinaman sharply.
"Me allee fiamee catchee fishee; Misler Charlie
allee samee shootee bear, so be, Misler Wild,"
was the reply.
"A bear, eh? Rather funny that a bear should
show up around here while there's anvthinf?' to
be seen or heard that it should be afraid of."
"Allee samee younf?' bear, Misler Wild."
"A cub, eh?"
"Lat light. Not velly muchee bigee."
''It's jest the right size for eatin', Wild"
Charlie called out from the bushes, for he h~
reached the slain bear by this time. "Come
around jest on purpose to give us some fresh
meat."
"Good, Charlie!" and Younf?' Wild West was
not lonf?' in crossinf?' the creek.
He found the scout makinf?' ready ·to skin a
half-grown bear, so he nromptly lent him the
necessary assistance, and it was soon accomplished. Then the scout cut off the parts he
wanted from 'the carcass and left the rest ]yin.I?;'
there. Meanwhile, Hop was f?'Oinf?' right ahead
·with his fishing. When Wild and Charlie got
over to the· other side again he had four J.!"Oodsized fish to his credit, while Jim and the f?'irla
were looking on with no little interest.
"Misler Charlie," the clever Chinee said, as he
put a fresh bait on his book, preparatory to having another try, "if you wantee um fish for din- .
ner you bettee fixee velly muchee quickee."
"That's rig-ht, heathen. Go right ahead. You
have ,rot putty near enough now, but it won't
hurt to have one or two more."
Then the scout brought his hunting-knife into
play once more, and soon had the fish ready. He
washed them a little further down the stream
and quickly delivered them to Wing, the cook.
A few minutes later some of the fish were sizzling away in the big fryinf?'pan which Wing had
placed over the fire. After dinner Wild and
Charlie took a walk back to the trail. But there
were no signs of the four villains, thoUR'fl. both
felt that they surely must be somewhere close
at hand. They l'ested in the canyon near the
stream for over an hour, and then preparations
were made to follow . the creek on through.
Finally they set out, and finding- the travelingfairly good, thev made rapid headway, and as
the sun beg-an to sink low in the west thev
found themselves in a rather narrow part of the
canyon, walls of rock rising almost perpendicularly on either side of them, and the distance
across not being- more than fiftv feet in some
places.
"Boys," our hero said, as he turned to his two
'J)artne1·s and shook his head, "it don't strike me
as though we are gettinf?' any 11earer to a mining camp than we were when we first started
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through this canyon. I haven't seen anv evidences of any one having passed ~his wav."
"Well, we kin stay here. tonight. anvhow, an'
if you think we had better iro back we kin :-tart
the first thing- in the mornin', the scout answered.
"That's right, Charlie. We'll do that, I reckon.
We may as well stop riJ.?'ht here, for one place
seems t·o be as irood as another."
_
This beinir settled upon, the voung- deadshot
in$tructed the two Chinamen to unload the packhorses and put up the tents for the night. By
tha time this had been done and the horses
properly taken care of they all felt ~s _th~,ugh
they could enjoy their supper. Charlie insisted
on havinl? bear steaks. even thouirh the l?ear
had only been shot that noon. They had vemson
with them a , well a some partridges . . o it was
decided that some of them i.hould be cooked. and
also that they should have baked potatoes to go
with it, alonl? with some hot corn-muffins and
coffee. The meal was almo t readv when the report of a rifle rang out. echoing loud\ v through
the canvon. Wild felt his hat move shghtlv, and
knew the shot had been aimed at him.
"Get to cover!" he exclaimed. "The neaking
covotes are after us for fair."
Youn/? Wild West took a position behind a
boulder from which he could watch UP the canyon. He knew Quite well that th~y were in a
very bad "Position as far as .e:ettrng- after the
villains was concerned. Right before him the
narrow wav was clear of i-ocks or anvthing that
might be used to creep behind and avoid being
seen. This meant that he dared not leave the
spot thev had camped upon while it wa,; davlig t. He had made no mistake in thinking that
Bil Suggs was a determined villain, and that he
would keep on trYinl? as lone- as he had the
least chance.
"Well," he mutte1·ed,_ as he kept a sharp watch
ahead, "I meant to give tho~e fellov;s a show,
but they certainly mean me now. so I 11 sho'ot to
kill the· in tant 1 see a man. That settles it."

CHAPTER IV.-The End of the Canyon.
The spot where the two tents had been erected
was in plain view of a.iy one who might be
located where the shot had been fired from.
This made it rather bad, and after watching a
while and seeing nothing Wild turned and beckoned to Charlie to come to him. The scout crept
alonl? among the rocks, and was soon at his side.
"What do vou think about it, Wild?" he asked, showing that he was not in a verv easy fra~ne
of mind. "It sorter looks to me as though they ve
~ot us dead to 1·ights."
"I hardly think that way," wa: the reply, while
a smile showed on the hand, ome face of the
bov. "If we keep our eves open we mav catch
sight of them before very long. The tents must
be taken down and moved further back around
the bend in the cliff. It will be a riskv thing to
do, but there's no other way as I can see. unless
we all stav right behind these rocks all night, or
until we have got the best of the four scoundrels.
But I have an idea that if we keep on the watch
we'll be able to see any one if he tries to do any
shooting-. It is not at all likely that thev would
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open fire on the girls. anyhow. o [ think 1"1
let them go ahead and take down the tents and
g-et Uiem around the bend."
"That will be all right," the scout answere, I,
his face brightening-. while he gave a nod of anproval. "There's mighty few men, no matter
how bad thev are, what· would shoot at women
or gals."
"Go back and tell them to start right in. then."
"Rig-ht yer are, Wild." and the scout promptly
crept back to where the girls were sitting behind
a biir rock. He soon told them what Wild said,
and unhesitatinirlv thev arose an.d started right
in at the work. It would be easy enough for anv
of them to creep around the bend in the cliffs,
but when it came to taking down the tents, which
were openly exposed, it was another thing-. The
g-irls worked Quickly, not eve.i turning to look
up the canyon, for they knew that there were
others who were watching in that direction. The
smaller of the two tents was taken down and
conveved around the bend out of sight. and then
Arietta, Anna and Eloise returned to get at work
on the other. It was .iust then that the sharp
eves of Young Wild West saw something move
right at the very spot the shot had come from a
short time before. His rifle was at his shoulder
in a twinkling, and takini? a· Quick aim pulled
the trig-ger.
Crang-! As the report rang out the tar1?et he
had shot at Quickly disappeared. But there was
no cry or any other sound that would indicate
that a man had been hit bv the bullet.
"That's all rii?ht, Charlie," the voung- deadshot said, in his cool and easy way, as he nodded
to the scout. "Even if I didn't wing- him it will
make the sneaking coyotes understand that thev
have l?Ot to be very careful."
Undoubtedly the boy was right. Anyhow, the
work of chan1?ing the position of the other tent
was done without interruption, and when Arietta
called out to that effect Wild turned and said:
"All right. Now, then, just lead the horses
around. The chances are the scoundrels will take
a shot when they see them, so- keen well behind
them, so you will not be in danger of bein£?: hit
by a bullet if they are poor marksmen."
Arietta was not long in securing- her own hor;;e
and Wild's sorrel stallion. Then he starter!
boldlv over the exposed spot, leading- them as she
walked between. She was nearlv to the place of
safety when a report sounded and a bullet .iust
touched one of the ears of the sorrel stallion,
causing him to g·ive a snort and' rear. But the
echoes of the . hot had not died out when Young
Wild West fired. This time a faint veil of pain
sounded. and the bov knew that the bullet had
taken effect. Arietta manaired to handle Spitfire Quite well, and soon she had him and her
own horse out of sight. · Anna tried it next, taking- Charlie's and her own mount. and nothinl?'
happened. Then Eloise did the same with two
more of the animals. succeeding in getting them
around all rig-ht. The bronchos ridden bv Hop
and Wing-, as well as the two pack-horse::;, had
to go yet. But the girls took them aroun<J. without another shot being fired or 11nv one showing
himself. Then the few things that were to 0e
carried were taken in charge bv the g·irls, a:1d a
few minutes later all that was necessary to be
done was for Wild, Charlie and Jim and the two
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Chinamen to creep up close to the foot of the
cliff and they would be in what they felt was a
safe place. Jim volunteered to be the first to sro,
and when the rest saw that he succeeded in .l!'etLin.l!' around the tur.i without anvthing- happenlnir they were satisfied that it would be Quite
Pasy. Hop tried· it next, and Winir followed
him, both succeeding-.
"Go ahead, Charlie," Wild said, noddinir to the
scout. "I'll be the last to move."
"Alf right, Wild, jest as you say," and t!Je
scout easily made the short distance in safety.
After taking a g-ood look in the direction where
the dang-er lay, Wild left his position behbd the
rock and crept on around.
"Well," he said, rising- to his feet, when he
knew he was out of sight of the villains. "I reckon we are all rig-ht now."
He looked about him, and finding a snug place
where the tents mig-ht be put un he g-ave a nod
a:nd added:
"Hop, you and Wing- hurry up now, and nut
things in shape. Our supper has been delaved
a little, but I reckon that won't hinder any of us
from eating- it as soon as possible."
"Evelvthling- allee Jig-ht, Misler Wild," the cook
declared, as he pointed to two big- pans that had
been ui:;ed to carry around the food that was
about done when the interruption came.
"It's all rig-ht, I reckon," the scout spoke up.
"The bear meat is mixed up with the other
thing·s. But that won't make no difference.
There'i:; a little ashes on the stuff, too, but there's
an old sayin' that a feller has g-ot to eat a peck
of dirt in his lifetime, an' if ashes kin be called
dirt we'll onlv be eati:n' a small share of what's
comin' to us."
While ·the two Chinamen · were busy with the
tent,;, the rest sorted over the food and th_ev
manag·ed easily to find enough that was qmte
fit to eat. The only thing- that caused a further
delav was that the coffee-kettle had been overtum.ed and more had to be made. A fire was
kindled, and it was not a great while before this
had bee:n done, after which thev ate their supper
and all managed to satisfy their appetites. Of
course, a watch was continually being kept,
though they co.uld not see the point from which
the shots had been fired.
"There's one thing- about it, Wild," the scout
observed, as he lighted his pipe after finishing
the meal, "one of them galoots ain't feelin' Vf;rY
good jest about now. You sartinlv stung him,
'cause I heard him yell."
.
"It was his arm I hit, Charlie, I'm sure," was
lhe reply. "He was a little too far away, and
his shirt was so near the color of the rock that
[ couldn't tell very well. But I'm satisfied that
it was an arm that my bullet reached, for the instant I saw the puff ·of smoke I saw something
move, and it was just about the size of a man's

arm."

"It's a blamed pitv- it wasn't his head or his
!JreaRt."
"Never mind. We'll get a better shot later on,
I'm sure. I am g-oing back there behind the
rock I shot from ar.tf watch until it gets dark."
"I'm goin' with ver, Wild."
Taking their rifles, the two crept around the
rather Fharp bend and had no difficulty In reach,
lng the rock where they had been before. The

fire that had been kindled to cook the supper was
still burning, th9ug-h there was little or no smoke
coming from it now. Charlie took the notion of
throwing some fuel upon it, for there was plenty
scattered about, and in less than a minute a
cloud of smoke was ascending almost straight in
the air, for there happened to be no breeze stirring- just then.
The two watched there until it grew so dark
they could no longer see, and then knowing it
would be useless to remain any ionger, they
went back to the camp. If the four men undertook to give them a surprise they would fare
badly, for they would have to creep right around
the sharp point where there was an open space
over twenty feet squai-e
Back into the sort of niche where the two tents
had been erected rocks reared themselves in
such a wav as to afford a natural barricade, and
unless those making- an attack chose to fig-ht it
out, h~d-to-hand, they could never effect a surprise. It was a rather tedious night our friemls
put in. While they heard nothing that would
indicate the near presence of the four men who
were following· them, thev were continuallv on
the alert, and this made it impossible for much
sleeping- to be done. Even the girls failed to
slumber for any length of time, and possibly
the only one who did sleep well was Wing-, the
cook. But that was his way. He relie<l so
much upon Young- Wild West and his partners
that he could sleep even if a fight was going on.
As soon as daylight began to show, Wild prepared to _go back to the rock. Charlie wanted to
g·o with him, so receiving· permission, he followed
the boy as he crept around the angle of the cliff•
But the young- deadshot was not satisfied with
remaining- behind the rock, which had been used
as a protection before.
"Charlie," he said, when they reached it, "I
reckon we can mana,e-e to get a couple of hundred feet further up the canyo:;i. Come on, if
you feel like following me."
"I'll foller' you anywhere you lead, Wild,"
came the reply. "You know that putty well, I
reckon."
"Yes, I know it. But if you think there is any
danger vou don't have to do it iust now. Perhaps it would be better for one to do it than
two."
"No, it wouldn't, Wild. I'm g-oin' with yer."
"Very well. Keep about ten feet behind me,
then, a:ncl be very careful how you move. Thev
mig-ht have sham eyes and see us, and if they
do we might g·et shot."
"I don't believe they kin shoot straight enough
to hit either one of us, Wild."
"Don't be too sure of tlrnt. Even though they
are rather poor marksmen, it will be anvthingbut safe if they open fire on us."
They crept along- slowly, not making- the least
sound, and it proved that they could not have
been seen, for at length Wild came to the limit
of the leng-th of distance they could g-o. They
were now quite close to the crag- above which
the shooting- had been done, and if anv one
was up there now he must be seen if he chanced
to sta1t down into the canyon. But the two
waited there until the sun came up, and no one
appeared . Then, Homewhat rliscourag-ecl but not
at all disheartened, they turned and slowlv made
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their waY back to the camp again. Breakfast Ir assured them that things were bound to turn
was ready and waiting for them: and after eat- out all right, so they all cheered up and waited
inir it Wild at once g·ave orders for the oack- fol' him to tell them what the next move should
be.
horses to be loaded.
'·We'll ride right o;i through the canyon and
trust to luck as to where we'll come out," he said,
CHAPTER V._:What the Villains Did.
in his cool and easy way.
A few minutes later they were readv to move,
Bill Sug·gs and his three villainous companions
and mounting their horses they started off, look- were not exact!~• strang-ers to that particular
ing back./4t the place where they had spent the oart of the .country. The
Young Wild West
nig·ht, rather loniringly, for it struck them that had taught them shouldlesson
have been amole to
they might have to spend another night in the cause -them to g-ive up their
determination to
canyon, and would ;iot be apt to find such a snug· havn his life, but really incensed
place. They rode along for perhaps _a couple of deeper hatred. and when Sugg-s hadthem to a
talked a
hundred yai·ds , and then three -rifle shots rang· while after Young· Wild West and Cheyenne
o~.
.
Charlie had disappeared from veiw, his chums
"They're shooting· at us, I reckon," Young Wild
promised to stick bv him and help him carry out
West called out. as he turned in the sadc'.le and his ola;is, no matter what happened.
placed his rifle to his shoulder. "But the distance
"There's one thing about it we've g-ot to reis so far that the bullets didn't reach. Thev c_an member, boys," the leader said. as he turned
!'ee us. but we can't see them, for they are h1d- and looked at the broken glass which lay upon
i:1g behind the rocks."
the gTound near the rock, "them fellers kin hit
He soon realized that it would be usele,;s to anything- thev shoot at, whether it's a man's
fire a shot, though if he could hav'e caud1t a
heart or a glass bottle. We know that much, I
_g·lirnpse of a man just then he would certainly Teckon."
have tried it. But the villains were too clever
"I reckon we do. Bill." one of them answered.
for anything like that, so Wild turned and rode cwickl~· while the vestig·e of a smile showed upon
along· with the rest. For over five miles they his face. "When Young Wild West takes a shot
continued along through the tortuous canyon. at a man's mustache he clips it jest where he
It wound this way and that, some places being wants to. He sartinly made Quite a change in
as wide a s a hm1dred yards. while others not your appearance all rid1t."
being· more than forty feet. The creek narrowed
"It ain't nothin' to laug-h at if he did," was the
here and there, only to spread out and run shoal surl\· retort. "S'pose he took a notion to trim
for Quite a distance again. It was not a g-reat youi· whiskers for yer, Sam Hart."
fall that the water seemed to have, so they
"He didn't, an' I'm g-lad of it."
knew thev were not going- downward very fast.
"It wasn't him who shot the bottle," one of the
The furtl-ier they went the more wild and rugged others spoke up. "When I jumped awav from
the general appearance of the cou;itry seemed. the rock I turned .around at the same time an' I
Two or three times they saw cliances to g·et out ' seen it was the tall feller with Young Wild West
of the deep cut. But the appearance of the what clone that. He hadn't put down his rifle
countrv at the top did not make it appear adyet, an' he stood there grinnin' as though he
visable to do so. About the middle of the fore- had clone an awful smart thing-. I thought I
noon they p.assed through a narrow place where was all cut to pieces, 'cause that glass sartiP'y
the cliffs were fully as steep aR they hacl been hit me on the face an' neck like an\l'thing-."
at th,e spot where· they passed the night. . It
·"l thought the bullet hacl hit me." the fourth
extended this way for nearly a Quarter of a mile, man of the party declared, as he showed some
and then the canyon widened ag.ai.i, but the walls blood on his neck. A piece of the glass hit me
were almost perpendicular, and there was no here, an' it stung- jest like a bullet, vou kin bet."
wav to get above. Two or three hundred yards
"Do you know how a bullet feels, Jimmy?" the
further on there was a very narrow space. and villain called Sam Hart a sked, ag-ain smiling·,
Young• Wild West and his sweetheart led the for he seemed to be feeling a little more humorwav toward it. As thev reached it they sud<lenlv ous than did the rest.
carne to a halt, for they saw nothing but a black
"Ob, I got one in my leg once, Sam, an' I
openiag• throug·h which the water flowed, thus reckon I ain't forgot how it felt."
forming itself into an underground stream.
"I 1mow when you g·ot it, too," Bill Suggs
"vVell, Et," the young deadshot said, as he remarked. "I was with yer. We was rustlin'
sh1·ugg-ed his shoulders, "it seems that we have some calves from a ranch down close to New
eome to the end of the canyon. This is what they Mexico. I didn't git hit that time, but bullets
eall a cul-de-s.ac, I believe. If the sneaking was s.um:in' around close to mv ears, an' I was
coyotes who are following us know this they mig-hty glad to let the calves go an' git away.
ha.ve certainly driven us into a trap, i'or there But I stuck to yer, Jimmy, didn't I?"
is no way to get out of here unless we turn b.ack
"You bet you did, Bill, an' I ain't never goin' to
and ride a mile or two."
forget it. When you said it was Young Wild
"Wa mav ba trapped, Wild," the brave girl West that was in the crowd we sighted this afanswered, ·with a toss of her head, "but · that - ternoon I made up my mind right then that I'd
doesn't frighten me a bit. I rely on you, and I help yer git him, 'caus~ I'd heard yer tell how
he had cleaned out a g-ang you belong-ed to once.
know vou can get the best of the villains."
When the others, who were a short distance an' that you jest got away by the skin of your
behind, became aware that they had reached the teeth."
"I said I'd stick to you an' help, an' I jest told
end of the canyon no little surprise and dismay
was manifested. But Young Wild West smiling- you that a minute or two ago ag'in," Sam Hart
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sait!. this time appearing to be verv earnest. good to us, 'cause
we ain't in the habit of
"So did I." the other villain spoke up, ouickly. .1rettin' around
we kin cash checks. an',
"But Bill Suggs knows the kind of a galoot I another thing, where
there ain't none of us as could
am. When I says a thing I alwa:vs sticks to it." write out a check
so any one would take it."
"That':; right, Joe Martin." and Suggs smiled
"What's a hundred dollars to four like U" ?"
at him in a patronizing sort of way.
the leader retorted, disdainfullv .
"Tell us what to do," Bill, an' you'll see that
"Well, I got twentv-eig ht dollars out of it for
we'll come mie:htv near doin' it. I know might,
my share, an' I ain't had a chance to spend any
well that vou wouldn't tell us to do anything that of it vet.
suppose we'll v:o back to Fourwi11 be the means of us gittin' :;hot. You know Flush jest asI Roon
as we fix Young Wild We:-t
o:vur business too well for that, 'caus'e _vou under- an' his pards."
stand how Younir Wild West an' the other feller
"Not afore that, :vou kin bet. But don't g-it
kin shoot as well as we do."
"There's another one of 'em what kin shoot over-anxiou s. We'll stav right here tonight. an'
jest as good as the ·tall feller." the leader de- we'll wait tilt they Ret out in the mornin'. a11'
clared, with a shrug- of the shoulderR. "Then then we'll foller 'em along ,iest the same ai:; we
there's three gals with 'em. Thev kin all shoot, done yisterday afternoon, till we see that they're
too; but one of 'em, which is Young Wild West's ,l!'oin' to "top for the night. Then will be the
sweetheart, kin shoot about as good as anv man time for us to git in our work. most likeh.
'cause with a whole dav gone they'll think we've
[ ever seen."
"How about the two Chinamen? Kin they gone off in some other direction an' won't be
looking- for us." ,
shoot, too?"
This seemed to be satisfactor y to the rest. so
"I never f;een none of it if thev kin. But most
likely the:v know soml"thin' about it, 'cause they it waR not lone: before thev were hustling about
have been travelin' with Young Wild West long the camp. When they had done all thev wanted
to they brightened uo the fire and then played
enough to learn somethin'. That kid could teach
cards for a couple of hours. after which thev
anybody, even a heathen. I suppose."
"\Veil, what are you goin' to do now, Bill?" the lav down upon their blankets, one b¥ one. TheY
were uo rather earlv the following morning,
villain called Jimmy af}--l"d, after a short silence.
"Nothin' rie:ht now. If I know an\'thing about and then Suinrs him. elf started for a high point
of rocks in the hope of i:retting sig-ht of Youngit the bei:;t thin!!" we kin do is to make 'em think
Wild West and his friendf'. But he could not
we've (1uit. But we won't Quit. of courne. We'll
keep on follerin' em' till we ,e-it the rig·ht chance, see their camp from that "Pot, and so came down
an' when we do git it we want to make sure and waited until Jimmy had meoared the mornin.e· meal. The villains were rather short in the
work of it. I'll never f Pel Quite satii:;fied till
wa Y of provisions. but thev manal):ed to satisfv
after Younr.: Wild West if' dea,l.''
their appetites fairly well, and once thev had
"But he ain't the onl \' onl" who h·:-s g-ot to go
d0ne th'1< Suggs again walked to the high spot.
under, Bill,'' Joe . aid. lof)ki,w at him sharplv.
This time he was in time to see the oarty they
"Of cour:::e he ain't. We want to l!·it his two
were following just starting- along the trail. He
panls, too."
"But not the gals,"' Hart remarked. with a , did not remain there more than a couple of seconds after making sure that there was no mischuckle.
take about it, and down he came,
his hat
"We don't want to kill the i?als, of course," the to hii:; companions , at the same waving
time declaring
leader ha:;tened to say. looking at him with a that everything- was all right and
that Young
e:rin. "It's too ba,l there ain't four of 'em. Wild West was on the move again. They
waited
'cause there's four of us."
until their intended victims got a prettv /rood
"Mavbe there won't be four of us when we git st.art, and then the four men mounted
'em," Jimmy ventured, looking very sober. "It horses and set out after them. They were their
Yery
miirht be that Young Wild West or one of the cautious about it now, and continued on
without
rest of 'em pops one of us over. If that hap- getting- within sight of our friends.
pens I don't want to be the one, 'caui:;e I've seemed to be satisfied with knowing they They
were
fiorter made up my mind that I want one of them following the fresh hoof-prints , and meant
to
l!'.als for a bride."
keep well back until night was close at hand.
"A fine-lookin' iraloot you would be to git mar- The trail they were following led direct to the
riecl !" Sam exclaimed, and then he laughed Quite mining camp they had spoken of a s Four-Flush ,
and knowing that the place could not be reached
boi~terousl:v, much to the disgust of Suggs.
".Stop this foolin', Sam," the latter cried. by night, they felt that everything would be all
"Don't :vou know that this is a mightv serious riirht, and that thev would surelv get the ones
piece of business we're in? We've been hangin' they wanted before they could have time to reach
a.round along the trail for a chance to meet some the mining camp. When the four villains at
oue what had a little money with 'em. We've length came to the mouth of the canvon after
descending a rather long hill they had no idea
been prospectin' a little. too, an' I can't see as
111e're much further ahead than we was when that Young- Wild West had turned that wav. for
we stn:-ted out from Four-Flush Camp, three they all thought he must certainlv be headinsr
for ·Four-Flush .
weeks ago."
"A little further ahea , Bill," Jimmy corrected,
It was not until they got past the canyon that
1,s h,i tapped the pocket of his trousers. "That they became aware of the fact that thev must
solitary galoot what said he wa!' a c?.ttleman have turned that way. There were no long-er anv
'lad a hundred an' twelve dollars an' a watch an' fresh hoof-printi:; to be seen. Jimmv was the
:hain. We got that much from him, am·how. one to notice this first, and when he called the
He had a check-book , too, but that wa><n't no attentio.i of the others thev came to a halt
and
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dismounted. Then, after examining the ground or more. Sue:g·s and Martin managed to climb
closely, they turned and went back. It took but to the top of a crag and were .iust able to 11ee
ordinary eyes to discover that those thev were the smoke that arose from a campfire. When
following had reallv turned into the canvon.
they came down and told the other two of this
"What in thunder made 'em g·o this way, I it was expected bv them that an attack would
wonder?" asked Joe Marti.,, showing gJ·eat sur- shortly be made. But Sug·g did not seem to be
JJrise. "They can't know where they are. Why, inclined that way. The fact was that he was
if they git far. enoul!h in this blame canyon they growing more cautious all the while, no doubt
won't never git out ag'in unless they come back fearing that Youn1r Wild West might g·et a shot
the same way they went in. This here is a blind at him before he could get in a shot himself.
canyon, as we all know."
"We'll let 'em alone jest now," he declarerl,
"That's all right," Sug-gs retorted, smiling- in a with a shake of the head. "They'll rest there for
pleased sort of way. "It will only take us a little Quite some little time, most likel:v. an' then they
bit longer to git 'em maybe. This canyon runs will g·o on. Tonight is the time, jest afore
more th~n sixty miles, as I happen to know. dark. They sartinly won't be expectin' that we
'cause I've been through it. I was fooled my- follered 'em, so we'll take care to keep out of
self once. I reckon the reRt of you we1·e too." their sig·ht rig'ht along un.til the time come~."
"You bet we were!" Jimmy exclaimed. "We
They hearrl a couple of shots fired. for the
didn't find a speck of gold-dust while we was in air was clear, but took no more than a passing
the canyon, either."
no_tice of them.
"We'll find more tha;1 a speck of a-old-dust
"Practicin', I supJJose," observed Sam Hart,
this time, boys. It's a mivhty good thing that with a grin. "Gitting ready for us. maybe. Most
they went this way. Now, then, come on. All likely it's one of the Chinamen taking a lesson
we've l!Ot to do ii:, to keep far enough behind from Young· Wild West."
'em an' they'll be .11:ittin' deeper into the trap
"You're mighty good at guessing, it seems,
all the time. This here is what vou might call though I never heard tell of you guessing anya natural t1·ap. They can't git out without . thing that was right," the leader declared. "You
passin' us, that's sartin, so we've got 'em dead don't suppose they think of such a thing as
to rights.
being· follered now, do vou ?"
'·I couldn't say for ·the life of me, Bill. It
"Don't you mean to pop 'em over till thev git
as far as thev kin iro. then. Bill?" Jimmv asked. ain't many as would foller 'em after what hap"I ain't savi.11' nothin' about that. It would · pened last night. Jest look at your mustache.
be a whole lot better if we g·ot 'em afore tJ,ey It--" .
idt the full Jeng-th of the can von. Then we
"Stol) it!" thundered Suggs. '"If vou say anywouldn't have so far to ride there an' back. But thing more about my mustache me an' you will
we've sorter got to wait till the conditions git fall out, unrlerstand , that, Sam?"
riirht. You know what conditions is, I suppose?"
"Don't git mad about it. Can't a feller git off
"I reckon I do. The conpitions we're in now a little joke now an' then?"
look mighty 1)rOsl)erous."
"Not about my mustache, he ·can't, so let it
That was all Jimmy knew about it, and the drop."
rest seemed satisfied to let it l?O at that, with
"All rig-ht. I promise' you I won't say another
the exception of Sam Hart, who, pointing to word about it," and Sam became ·very, sober all
the leader?s face, added:
at once.
"The condition of Bill's mustache is different
They made up a meal of what they had with
from what it was yisterday."
them, and by going to the high crag occasionally
"The.re you g·o ag'in," snapped Sug:gs, his eves they found out .iust when our friends set out
fl.ashing with an1ter. "You know mighty well I again. They had scarcely done this when they
always took a whole lot of pride in my mustache, mounted and proceeded to follow them as before.
an' fest 'cause the ends is clipped off you seem Nea ly the whole afternoon had passed when
to want to make fun of me. Don't you suppose they discovered that they had come to a halt
thev'll grow out again?"
and were going into camp.
"If you live long enough they will, Bill."_ .
"Now then, boys," Sae:gs said, as he came
"I'll live long enough, an' don't vou forg1t 1t. down from the hig·h point he had climbed to
Don't think that 'cause Young Wild West i.rot to make an observation, "we mav as well :rit
the drop on me .an' the rest of yer. an' tben readv for business. We'll go alonl! as close as
showed a little fancy shooting' an' clipped off the we dare to. and then we'll find some place to
ends of my mustache, that he's iroin' to kill me. cl_iJnb up behind the rocks, so we kin git a shot
I ain't going to give him a chance to do that, at 'em. I want Young Wild West to go down
'cause I know he could do it all right if he vyas first. If that happens the others won't know
to try. I'm going- to git him when he am't very well what to do. They'll fight, of course,
looking. I'm somewhat of a shot with a rifle my- · but with him out of the way they'll be so workself. Jest wait till I git close enough so I kin ed up that afore they kin do mueh we kin have
git a gooa chance. Then I'll ,end a bullet clean 'em. Remember, now, there's only three gals
in that crowd. We all want wives, I suppose,
through him."
Thev did not have to proceed verv far throug·h but one of us has g·ot to be left. That will
the canyon before they found the tracks made have to be settled after the thing has been done.
by the l~orses our friends were riding. Then thev an' we've got 'em prisoners."
"Never mind about that, Bil1." Jimmy ancontinued on, followi;1g the course of the creek
through the canyon. When noon came they swel'ecl, with a shrug of the shoulders. "If .it
were not more than half a mile from the spot comes to the fine point. I'll step out. I can't
wbere the halt was made for a rest of an hour say as I'm at all anxious to take a bride."
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This· pleased them all, for Jimmv seemed to
be perfectlv sincere in what he said. Adhering
to his plan, Bill Sug-gs continued on until he
knew that only about two hundred yards lay
between them and their intended victims. Then
they dfamounted, and the horses were tied o
they could not stray any further on and betray
their presence, after which he set about to find
a way to climb up the side of the canyon. There
seemed to be a pretty g-ood place a little further
on toward Young Wild West's camp, and when
he discovered it he beckoned to the others to
follow him. Up they climbed until they were
nearly half-way to the top, and then they found
a big rock that just answered their purpose.
They could crouch behind this and · by looking
throu11:h a fissure observe all that t?ok place _at
the camp. Bill Sugg-s seemed to be m no particular hurry, but after he had been spoken to
about the delay several times, he decided to fire
the first shot himself, Picking out Young Wild
West as the tariret. After examining his carbine he gave a nod and said:
• "'It's jest about .a hu~idred yards, as near
as I kin reckon, boys. I've hit a tree right in
the center more than once at that di stance, an'
I don't see how I kin miss hittin' 'Young Wil d
West riirht now. Here she goes. Je st watch
him. He's standin' there right still now."
Then he 'thrust the weapon over the rock at
one end and, taking a rather long- aim, pulled the
trigger. They were all watching, and as the report rang- out and Young Wild West did not
drop, the companions of Suggs were frightened
as well as disgusted. But neither of them said
anything, and when they saw the leader shaking
his head sadly they knew that he felt badly over
having made a miss of it.
"They're all out of sight n.ow, Bill," decla!ed
Jimmy, who was peering throug-h the creV1ce.
"There's the fire burning with some of the grub
on it yet, when they was .iest g-itting ready to
eat, I suppose. There's the two tents, too. We
could riddle them with bullets, all riirht, .if we
wanted to."
"What';, the use of shootin' at the tents?"
Martin asked. "There ain't no one in 'em."
They waited there for some little time and
when they; saw the girls take down one of the
tents .and convey it -around the bend they became /
somewhat angry. It was just then that a shot
was fired from behind the rocks near the remaininir tent. Suggs paled, for he felt that he
must have showed himself in some way, and that
it was intended for him. But the bullet struck
a part of the rock ahead of him and he had
escaped. The villains waited until they saw "the
drls leading the horses · around, and then Sam
Hart turned to the leader i:nd said:
"Let me try a shot this time. That ,;onel
belongs to Young- Wild West. It will be a little
i,.atisfaction if I kill him."
"Go ahead," was the reply.
Hart moved around to the end of the bi!!- rock,
and then, taking- a careful aim, fired. He had
::;carcely clone this when he felt a sharp sting in
his arm, and, uttering- a crv of pain, he dropped
his rifle and came near rolling- down the descent.
Jimmv l!'rabbed him and saved him, otherwise he
mig-ht have been dashed to pieces upon the rocks
below

"You're as bad as I am, you fool!" cried
Suggs, when he saw that the man only had a
flesh wound in his left arm.
"No, I ain't. I seen the horse jump up. I
must have touched him, an' that's more than· you
done to Young Wild West," was the reply.
But that settled it as far as a,ny further shooting- was concerned, and ·the four were glad
enough to get down to where they had left their
horses.
CHAPTER VI.-The Skeleton and the Gold
Cheyenne Charlie advanced as close to the
black openin11: that permitted the stream to run
on underground as he could iret, and then after
taking a good look he stepped back, and with a
shake of his head said:
"Well, this ain't the first time we've seen somethin' like this. I reckon the water ain't deep
enough in there to float a canoe through, even
if we had one.
"I have no idea of trving anything- like that,
Charlie," Young Wild West answered, in his cool
and easy way. "We may be trapped in a canyon,
but that don't mean that we are not going to get
out of the trap. You must remember there are
• only four men who hold the key to the situation.
Thev can be easily overcome."
"Do you suppose they know anything about
this, Wild?" Jim Dart spoke up.
"That I can't say. But if they don't know it
I hardly think they ever will. I don't mean to
Jet them come close enough to find out."
"If they do happen to know it they may be able
to keep us here until our supply of provisions is
exhausted, and then it will go rather hard with
us," Arietta remarked, as if for the first time
she really thought they were in clang·er.
. "Don't worry about that, little girl," the youngdeadshot answered, smilingly. "I i-eckon we have
g-ot more to eat with us than they have. But
<lon't think for an instant that I mean to allow
four such sneaking fellows as thev are to get
the best of us. They may have it their own way
for a time, but our turn will surely come. Now,
then, to look about for a campin,ir place that
we can hold agajn t any sort of a., attack. Of
course, we are not sure that thev won't get help.
But it all depends upon whether they know this
is a cul-de-sac or not. If they don't know it it
will be easy for us to outwit them. But if they
do thev 'Probably have made their plans as to
what they intend to do before this. Come on.
That looks like a prettv nice sort of a place the
other side . of the stream. There's a hollow rig.lit .
in the face of the cliff, and it looks deep enough .
to keen us out of the wav of danger, I reckon."
Sure enoui.h. iust about the sort of place they
needed was to be seen across the creek not more
than fifty feet from them. Not paying- any
further attention to the black opening-, our hero
took Spitfire by the bridle and walked along the
bank of the stream until he found a place where
it was easy to get across. He went over without
any trouble whatever, Arietta followinl!' him. but
she thought it best to ride her horse. Anna and
Eloise came in the same way, and so did the two
Chinamen, leading- the P.ack-horses behind them.
But Charlie and Jim managed to get to the
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other side without hardly wetting- their feet.
since there were stones \;,lose enoug-h tog-ether
for them to step from dfie to the other. They
did not forget to keep an eve up the canyon
while all this was _g-oing· on. But they saw nothing of the four men who were pursuing them so
1·elentless ly, it seemed. Once at the selected
spot. Wild gave orders to the Chinamen to put
the camp in shape.
"We don't know how long- we'll have to remain here," he said, with a reassurin g smile, "but
I 1·eckon we've got enough to eat for a few davs,
anyhow. No four men living- can keep us here
very long. I'll find a wav to get the best of
them before many hours, see if I don't."
"We won't stand much chance of shootin' anything in the wav of game here, Wild," the scout
observed, as he looked upward at the frowning
cliffs. "Of course, a mountain goat, might show
up close enough to the edge up there, so we
could shoot him an' make him fall down. But
that's only guesswor k. It ain't likelY to happen."
"I
"Never mind, Charlie," was the reply.
think we'll hardly run short of anything to eat.
It happens that we have a pretty good suppl,. of
flour and meal, and with the bear meat and other
game we have we'll make otit all ri_g-ht. I dqn't
mean to stay here any longer than two days at
the mo t. Please understan d that."
"Then we're all right," and the scout appeared
to be satisfied.
As soon as the hon:;es had been placed where
they could find what they wanted to eat. YoungWild West picked up his rifle and, noddi;:i_g- to
the scout, said:
"Now then, Charlie, I reckon we'll take a walk
back and look for our enemies. Thev surely
can't be very far away."
"You kin bet they ain't very far away, Wild."
was the reply, anrl Charlie followed him, showing· how pleased he was at having- the opportunity.
They had come down the canyon on the other
side of the stream, but they found that they
could work their way along Quite well on this
side. True, there were more rocks and hollows
there, but they were hardy and sure-foote d. and
when it was dangerou s to attempt to walk they
got upon their hands and knees. In this way
they went back for a distance of probably a hundred yards. Ri_g-ht here the canyon was so narrow that they knew thev could hardl v g·et there
without being seen should there be anv one
further up on the watch.
"A little risky, eh, Wild?" Charlie said . as
the youn_g- deadshot paused and leaned over to
peer through the narrow way.
"Yes, Charlie," was the answer. "There's no
need of making- targets of ourselves , even though
those fellows are poor i,;hots."
As the boy said this LJe raised his head and
looked upward. The moment he did this he g-ave
a violent start.
"What do you call that up there, Charlie?" he
said, in a low tone of voice, as he pointed above

them.

"Blamed if it don't look like a ladder," Charlie
answered , showin_g- no little surprise.
"It looks like one, and it is one."
"What's a ladcier doin' there, I wonder?"
•we'll climb up there and have a look a t it. I
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reckon the neaking- coyotes won't be able to
see us if we try it. There's too maav tons of
rock lying between for that."
The boy at once began sc rambling- up the
step ascent. Upon a led_g-e somethin_g- like twenty
feet above them !av a ladder that might have
been twenty feet in len_g-th. It was a roughly
constructe d one, but looked as though it would
prove serviceab le in case it was needed. The
moment Young Wild West saw it it i;truck him
that it might assist them in getting the best of
the four villains. He reached the ledge Quickly,
and with no great exertion. When Charlie got
there Wild was lifting the ladder and examiningit. It seemed to have been made from a ceciar
that had been sP!it, the rungs beinc: set together
rather roughly but firmly at that.
"Well, Charlie," the voung- dead~hot said. with
a shake of the head. ;'certainly this ladder has
been used for some purpose. Bv the wav it
looks, and the dust and sand that is lying on
the ledge here, I would say that it has not been
used in months. The thing- to do now is to find
out what it was used for."
"That's the idea, Wild. Let's find that out
right away."
The boy smiled at this. for Charlie seemeci to
think it would be an easy thing- to do. But h
knew Quite well that he relied upo,1 him a great
deal more than he dld upon himself, so he at
once began looking about. The ledge extended
for but a few feet, but as the voung- deadshot' s
eyes turned to the left he saw an opening- in the
face of the rock. He had to tread cautiouslv to
keep from slipping- from the ledge and beinghurled down upon the rocks below. But he was
sure-foote d. aacl he soon made the distance and
found himself peering- into what seemed to be a
sort of cave, though it certainlv did not extend
·
far back under the cliff.
Charlie followed him with little or no difficulty,
and the two at once ventured into the ooening.
"I reckon this is what the ladder was used for,
Charlie. Somebodv had it to g·et up here to this
cave. Probablv we'll strike a gold mine, for all
we know."
"Funnier thing·s has happened than that
Wild," was the retort. "Suppose I light a match:
It's putty dark inside there."
"Go ahead," was the reply, so the scout vra<;
not loner in strikin_g- a match.
Then the two advanced clear to the back of
the cave, which might have been ten feet deep,
but much wider, runnin_g- in an irreg-ular shane.
As the scout turnesl to the left. holding- the
match before him, something lyia_g- on the floor
attracted the attention of both. It looked to be
a human form, and as the,, Quickly approache d
it they found that it was onlv what was left of
one. A skeleton with clothinP- upon it lav .there
probably .iust as the man it represente d had lain
whea he died. The match went out just then,
so the scout promptly struck another, and the 1
Qtlickly produced a piece of candle, which he had
learned from Hop Wah was a good thing to have
with him. This _gave little better li_g-ht than the
match had done, but there was enough of it for
the two to see that it was the remains of some
poor fellow who 11ad died there froro some cause
or· other. Thev did not disturb the skeleton at
all ju.st then, but wade a complete ex:aminatioo,
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of the cave. A bucket lay upon the 2:i-ound
close to the i:1:rewsome object, alid ;iear a corner
were a rusty frying·-pan and a kettle.
Some
blankets that were partly rotted reposed on a
natural shelf of rock, and it was easy for them
to £·uess that this place had once been used as
a bunk to sleep upon.
"That fellow must have been a orospector.
Charlie," the young· deadshot said, with a nod of
the head. "Probably he was living here all the
time, and became sick, and Tui.able to get out of
the cave, he lay here and died."
"Maybe he was shot by some one, Wild," was
i.he scout's suggestion.
''That is l)ossible. But it would do us no e-ood
if we discovered that such was the case. That
fellow has been dead over a year, perhaps five
or six."
''Oh, he woul<l drv uo in less than a vear, Wild.
It ain't as if the bodv was buried, vou know."
· "That is true enough. But never mind about
that. Vve certainly can't assist the remains -0f a
dead man a;iy more than to give them decent
burial, which we will do before we g·o awav from
here. Let's make a better search of the cave
1t seems likelv that there must be something in
the way of gold here, for what would a man take
the trouble to make a ladder to climb up here
for unless there was something· to be made by
the operation? He could surely have found a
cave down in the canvon."
"Might have been one of them kind of irnloots
what takes queer notions, Wild. Maybe he
thoug-ht it was sorter smart like to live up here
all by himself."
The youn.12.' deadshot knew this was Possible,
so he nodded to show that the scout's remark
was all rig-ht. Taking- the candle, Wild beg·an
peering in every nook and cranny. There were
many of them, for it was a cave that had been
formed by the hands of Nature. It was not very
Ion£· before the boy came to an old blanket that
wa,; stuffed into Quite a wide crack. He pulled
this out easily enoug·h, and then holding the
candle in th.e fissure he saw the glitter of gold.
"Here it is, Charlie," he said, in his cool and
easy way. "Now we know why the poor fellow
was living here alone. It's a regular gold mine,
though I don't know just how big it is."
"Gold, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, his eves
opening· wider.
"Yes, take a peep and see for yourself."
Charlie did so, and when he saw a pile of shining nuggets and a shiny mass of redclish-~l low
on both sides of the fissure he knew it was a
pocket of gold.
"Probably the man who found this was the
only one to know of it" Wild observed, as be
turned and lo-0ked in the direction of the skeleton.
"He must have become very ill, and, being· unable to get away, died here, the secret dvin.12.'
with him. But we have discovered it now,
Charlie, and u_nless we are able to find out who
the man was, what is here belongs to us."
"I'd be satisfied if we could find out who he
was, 'cause maybe he's got some poor relatives
living what would be mighty glad to g·it a lift,"
the scout answered, showing how liberal and
honest l1e was.
"Of course, Charlie. We'll look through his
pockets presently, and maybe we can find some-

thin,r that will disclose the identity of the poor
fellow. The · boy then reached in and took out
a handful of shining- nuggets, some of which
were as larg·e as hickory nuts. He knew Quite
well that it was the stuff that would melt out
richly, and he made a quick estimate that the
pocket ou.12.'ht to turn out several thousand dollars' worth of g·old. They remained in the cave
but a few minutes longer, for thev were now
anxious to ia-o back to their friends and let them
know of the discovery they had made. They
had almost for,R'otten about the four villains, and
that they were trapl)ecl in the canyon. But once~
they were outside it flashed upon the young
deadshot instantly, and he looked in the direction
he knew Bill Sug·gs and his ganl?' must come if
they attempted to make a;i attack on the camp.
But there was nothin.12.' to be seen of them, so
after pushin.12.' back the ladder, so it could not
be observed very well, Wild started down the
rocky descent. Charlie followed him. and they
were soon at the bottom. Then they took another look throuJl:h the narrow part of the canyon, with the same result as before.
"We'll go and tell Jim and the girls what we've
found, Charlie," our hero said, as he turned
back toward the camp. "They will be somewhat surprised when they know that we have
found a gold pocket and the skeleton of a man
who must have been the one to discover it some
time ago. They were not long in getting back,
and when Wild held out the shining nuggets in
his hand, Jim and the girl g:athered arom1d him
in a hurry and wanted to know where he had
found them. It happened that they could not
see that part of the cliff the two had climbed
after spyin.12.' the ladder, so they had not the
least idea as to where the gold had been found.
But the yoqng: deadshot <1uickly told all about it,
and no little interest was manifested by his
hearers. Even Wing-, the cook, became very
much interested.
"Allee samee plenty gold, Misler Wild," he
remarked, lookin.12.' at the young deadshot, eag-erly.
"Vi'ell, not so plenty, Win.12.'," was the reply.
"There may be a few thousand dollars' worth
there. We meant to look through the clothing- of
the dead man, but forgot about it. We'll g-o back
there a little later and make a search."
"That's so, we did forn·it about that, Wild,"
the scout spoke up, showing· that he had .iust
thought of it. "Most likely he's got somethin'
on him to tell wlrn he was. I hope he has, anyhow, 'cause none of us needs anythin.12.' in the
way of money iest now. Thin.R's is goin' alongputty well at the mines we're interested in, an'
as for myself, I never was a hog. Give me
enough, an' plenty of it, an' I'm willin' to let
everybody else have the same."
Wing shook his hea<h'
"Me no gottee plenty gold, Misler Charlie. Me
no likee my fool blother. He olay dlaw pokee
and makee plenty money."
"I 1·eckon you wouldn't starve to death if vou
couldn't g:it no work for a year or two, heathen,"
the scout 1·etorted. "You have .12.'0t a few thousands in a bank in Denver, I'm sartin."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me velly
youngee man. Maybe when me Ja!'ittee old me no
havee wol'kee. Len me wantee money."
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"That'!. all 1·ight, too, heathen. You're sartinl v
lookin' ahead."
But they all knew prettv well that the different shares \\"ing- had received from the g,old
discoverfos that had been made at various times
certainlv amounted to close to a hundred thousand dollars. Hop had remained sile;it while his
brother was talking, but he now stepped forward
and, touching· him on the arm, said:
"\Ving, vou vellv muchee lie, so be. You makee
believe you no g,ottee pJentv money. Stoppee
lat. Misler Wild and Misler Charlie findee g,old.
Mavbe somebody wantee lat g·olcl vellv muchee
bad."
'· Allee light."' was the reply. "You tellee me
I lie. Mavbe you lie, too. so be."
"You tellee me I lie and you g·i ttee smackee
in You nose."
"Hold on there!" called out Wi)d, sharplv.
"This is no time for Quarreling, and I don't feel
in the humor to see a fight just now. Slop it
right away or I'll throw the pait· of ,·ou into
the creek."
That was Quite enough. When the young deadi;hot spoke in that way the two Chinamen knew
it was time for them to ouit.

CHAPTER VIL-The Pursuers Discover the
Skeleton's Cave.
As all of them had been into the ca;ivon before, Bill Suggs and his companions, of course,
knew considerable about it. But it happened that
thev had never seen the ladder upon the ledge,
eve·n though Sug·gs himself had passed the soot
three or four times. There was nothing· strange
in this, howevet:, s ince it had beea bv the merest
accident that Young· Wild West had discovered
it. The Qua1·tette knew that the canvon ended
abruptlv, and that the creek flowed on underground. That was all thev did know, and thev
were satisfied to know that much, since thev felt
.wre that they had Young Wild West aad his
ft iends in a trap, and that thev would succeed
• in wiping out the whole party, with the exception of the three girls. Sam Hart was the only
one of the four who was inclined to give it up
and go back. But this was, no doubt, due to the
fact that he had a rather painful wound in his
arin and, ;io doubt, he felt as if he had enough
of it. But the others soon talked him out of the
notion, a-nd when the wound had been dressed bv
Bill Suggs, who seemed to know jm,t how to do
it, and a couple of swallows of liquor had been
given him, Hart was iust as eager to get reveng·e
upon Young Wild West as he had been before.
"Now, boys." Sug·gs said, after thev had come
down from the cliff, "we've got to fiad some
wa, to git to a place that we kin watch this
crowd from. Where we was .iest now would be
a puttv good one, but there wouldn't be no use
in ;;taying there very long·, 'caw,e it ain't likely
that thev'll stay where they are."
"What's the i·eason they won't?" Jimmv a. ked.
"lt will be dark afore a itreat while. an' it ain't
likely that the,·'11 go anv further todav."
"Maybe you're rig·ht on that," the leade1 arlmitted. "But they 1rot arounu a bei1d i11 the
ditr, an' we can't ,-ee the place from where we
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was up there. You seen the gals take the tc:-its
an' everything around, didn't ver?"
"I reckon I did. Mv eyes is as good as most
people's, an' I couldn't help but see it." .
"All right, then. Jest tell us the best thing- to
do. Maybe vou know more about it than I do."
"I don't k;iow half as much as vou do, Bill."
Jimmy declared. "But it seems to me that they'll
most likely stay where they are now. If they
do we ain't got no chance of gittin' past 'em unless we went to the other side of the creek an'
worked our way along behind the rocks. · Mavbe
there ain't manv rocks to keep 'em from seein'
us. But it might be done after dark."
"\Vork our wav along past 'em. eh?" and
Suggs looked at the speaker s;ieeringly, "What
do we want to do that for? Suppose thev was
to find out. Then they could go back an' mavbe
git away from us for· good."
·
"Oh, they wouldn't· go back. Thev don't know
that the canyon is a blind one. do they?"
"Of cou1se thev don't," spoke up Martin.
"They'll keep right on g-oing the way they have
been, thinking they'll come out somewhere."
"All right," Suggs answered. "If vou think
that way keep rig·ht on thinking it. But I ain't
going to go oast 'em. We'll wait here till after
dark, an' then we'll irit across the creek an' mavbe we kin find a place from which we kin see
'em. But we've got to stop somewhere all night.
an' if we're goin' to make a fire to bile the coffee,
we oughter do it in some place where it can't
be seen."
"Let's go back about a hundred yards. ·There's
a mighty good place there, an' we kin keep a
watch so they couldn't g·it past us, no matter
how much they tried."
It was Sam Hart who suggested this. and they
all took to it, even to the leader. Taking· their
horses by the bridles, thev promptly started
back, and in a little hollow among the rocks,
which Hatt declared was the ideal spot for them,
they halted a;id proceeded to remove the saddles.
In a few minutes thev had tied the four home,;
where the,· could get what the,· wanted to eat,
and then preparations for the evening· meal
were beg-un.
"We've only i:!.'Ot four pound. of bacon left."
declared Jimmy. "An' there ain't more than two
handful s of flour. There's that chunk of veaison.
though. That will last us two or three davs. [
reckon."
"You have g·ot plenty of salt left, ain't ver ?"
asked Sugg·s.
"Yes, lots of it."
"An' pepper, too?"
"Yes, we·ve got some pepper."
"An' there's enough coffee for half a dozen
meals yet. ain't there?"
"Yes, more than that."
"All right. then," and the villain appeared to
be satisfied. "We'll git along all right. It ain't
goin' to take more tha,1 a day to clean up Young
Wild We::;t an' his nards an' git hold of them
gals."
"We're g·oin' to clean up the Chinamen. too,
ain't we"?" Jimmy asked.
"Sartin. What do we want of them?"
''All rig·ht, then. I ain't got no use for a
heathen, anvhow. I don't want to see them g-als
hurt thoug-h, 'cause that's 0;1e thine: I've alwava
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made up my mind about ever since I've been
roughin' it. I ain't forgot that I've i!Ot a mother
an' a sister living somewhere up around Denver.
I ain't seen 'em in four or five years, but I suppose they're living vet."
"What have they got to do with these gals?"
Martin asked, with S<Jmething like a sneer.
"Nothing· at all. But they're females. and so
is these. No matter how bad a man is, he ought
to have some feelings for a woman or gal. I
have, anyhow, and that's why I said I didn't
have no notion of idtting married. It would be
a foolish notion, anyhow, 'cause vou know as well
as I do that neither one of them gals would care
to marry us, no matter how she was coaxed."
"See here, Jimmy," Bill Suggs spoke · up,
rather sharply. "You don't suppose anv of us
is fools enough to think that we would have to
ask 'em, do yer '/ If we shoot down Young Wild
West and his pards them gals won't have nobody to take care of 'em. All we've got to do is
to treat 'em decent and it won't take many davs
afore they'll be satisfied to marry us. We kin
hold 'em captive long· enough to make 'em come
to terms, anyhow."
''All right," and Jimmy shrugged his shoulders
to show that he did not wish to discuss the Question any further.
The villains remained there all night. taking
turns at keeping a watch, for Suggs seemed to
think that those they had .been following· might
take a notion to con1e back throug·h the canyon.
When morning came the villains breakfa.sted
as best they could, a:nd then mounti11g their
horses rode as close to the spot where Y ounir
Wild West's camp was located as thev dared.
Suggs and Jimmy crossed the creek and went
down a little way into the canyon and had the
,;atisfaction of getting a look at the party .iust as
it was ready to leave.
"I reckon we -had better take a shot at 'em,
even if we don't hit 'em," suggested the leader.
"They're too far off, Bill," was the r-eplv. "But
if you say so I'm ready to shoot."
"All right, give it to 'em, then, 'I
.
Suggs fired twice, and Jimmy once, neither
of the bu1lets doing a particle of damage, as the
reader already knows. Then somewhat disgusted
they turned and shouted to their companions to
come up with the horses. They Tode boldly along
now, and when they came to the spot where the
camp had been located during the nig·ht they
all felt a trifle easieT, for Young Wild West had
gone on, and was heading straight for the end of
the conyon, where he would find himself in a
trap. There was no huny about it now, so the
villains did not try to overtake those ahead.
But it happened that they neared the end of
the canyon just as Young- Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were ascending- to the ledge upon
which lay the ladder. Luckily fol' them they saw
the two befoTe they could be seen themselves,
and with remarkable Quickness Bill Suggs gave
the order to turn behind som~ rocks on their
rig-ht. When they had done this the four villains
promptly dismounted, and c1·eeping- up a short
distance were able to see our heTo and the scout
as they were in the act of enterfr1g the cave.
'"That's somethin.e: new, I will say!" exclaimed
Suggs, without thinking• of taking- a shot at
them.

·'What are they doing- up there, I wonder?"
Jimmy ventured.
"Trying to find a wav to git out of the canyon.
maybe," suggested Sam Hart.
"No, thev ain't," declaTed the leader. "They've
found something- here in this blamed place that
we don't know nothing- about, bovs. See that
ladder laying- there on the ledge? ·They sartinly
didn't bring it with 'em, that's sure."
"No, they didn't have no ladder with 'em," Joe
Martin averred. "It must have been there. It's
been some little time since I was in hei-e, but
it might have been there all the time, for all I
know. I can't say that I looked shaTP at everyili~~"
•
"It's a ladder, all right, anyhow." Suggs observed, after a short silence. "There they go in
through a hole in the rocks."
"Going to shoot 'em when they come out?"
Jimmy asked, looking at the leader, sug·gestively.
"No," was the unexpected reply. "Something
has struck me that we might better wait .a while,
boys. That's a cave up there, an' maybe they
knowed all about it when they turned this wav.
What would they want to find a cave for,
though?" and he shook his head as thoug·h puzzled.
"Mig·ht be looking for something," suggested
Hart. "If there's a ladder theTe it shows it
must have been used some time."
"That's it," ·and Bill seemed to be satisfied
that the solutilh1 had been reached.
No one ventured to sug-gest anything- further.
so the four men behind the rocks waited until
they saw our two friends come out and start to
descend below. They could . not see all the way
down, so the two were out of their range of
vision.
"Now then, boys," Sugg-s observed, . "I reckon
I'll take it on myself to venture up a little closer.
The end of the canyon is rig-ht over there. We
can't see it from here, but I know .iest where it
is. Most likely they've found out afore this that
they can't p·o no further, or maybe thev knowed
it all the time. an' come over here jest to find
that cave. But we don't care what they come
for, or what they knowed. We'll jest see where
they are, ahd if there's a good chance for us to
do it, we'll 12:0 up an' see what's in that cave.
Jest wait here· till I come back, an' I'll let vou
know all about it."
The villain, who wa~ rather crafty, slipped off
without making· any noise, and/ working his wav
carefully along, soon reacl1ecl a spot from which
he could spy upon the camp. He was much
elated when he saw that it was Quite a distance
away from the ledge upon which Tested th!'l ladder, and he took care to note that the latter place
could not be seen from it. He remained there
long enough to make sure of this, and then went
back to his three companions.
"It's all right, boys, come on," he sajd.
"They're all over near the end of the canyon,
camped in a putty snug place, I suppose, maybe
thinking- they had better be prepared for ·us.
We'll .iest git up the1:e wheTe that ladder is an'
then it won't be long· afore we'll be inside the
cave and find out what's to be seen there."
It was less than fifteen minutes after Young
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie left the cave
that the four men climbed uo to the ledge. They
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were all much reli.eved wheil thev found that
they could not be seen from the camp Sugga
had spied upon, and they willingly followed their
leader into fr~ cave. They had plenty of matches
so it waP- not lo:1g before they discovered the
ic;keleton Iring· on the ,rround.
"Some pr-ospector died here, I reckon," was the
comment of Su,rgs, as he touched the ,rrewsome
object with the toe of his boot. "I don't know
whether Youn_g- Wild West come to look for him
or not, but if he did, it didn't do l1im much good,
'cause he's dead."
He laugl1ed hoarsely at this. am] the rest joined in, for they thought it a pretty fair sort of
joke. It was but. natui-al • that they should make
;,. tho1·ough investigation of the interior of the
underground place, and in less than five minutes
they discovered the hole from which Young Wild
West had pulled the blanket. Two 01· three
lig-]1ted matches disclosed what was inside the
hole, and greedily the villains pulled out the
nuggets. They did not cease until they had every
one of them, and in the excitement that followed
the discovery they forgot a\! about those they
were so anxious to : put an end to. Luckily for
them, no one came to disturb them, and as they
cooled down somewhat it occurred to Suggs that
the best thin_g- to do would be to divide the gold
right then and there.
"There's lots more in there, boys," he said. as
he began makin_g- fom; little piles of what had
been taken from the hole. "We'll take this now
an' consider that the rest is ours, too. It paid u~
putty well to follow that crowd into the canyon,
after alL But that ain't going to stop me from
1.l'.ittin_g- Youn_g- Wild West an' his pards. I've
s0rter made up my mind now that I'cl like to
take the kid alive, jest to make an example of
hfm. Nothing would suit me better than to hang
him up on the side of the cliff somewhere, and
then we could all wait a while and see him have ·
a fall. That would be a bi_g- satisfaction, and
when I meet some of my old friends later on I
could tell 'em about it and make 'em feel as if
I was about the greatest feller what ever lived.
So many has tried to git that kid and failed.
boys, that I suppose it might be · called an honor
for the one as manages to do it. I'm going to be
the one, and you fellers are going to help me."
"Don't count your chickens afore they're hatched," Jimmy ventured, with a shake of the head.
"I hope you git him, Bill, but I won't feel safe
until I know it's been done. It's a good idea
of voms to ketch him alive, I think. I'd like to
take a shot at him myself, if he was tied so
he ceuldn't move."
The others showed their anproval of this, too,
and then the leader SUJ!:J!:ested that they go on
b2ck to where they had left their horses.
"It won't do for us to stay here verv long "
he added, with a shruq of the shoulders. "The'v
miA1:ht be coming back."
·
"That would be all the better, ,vouldn't it?"
Jin1my aic;ked, looking at him in surprise.
"Well, I don't know. It might, and it might
not. But come on, anvhow."
His companions saw to it that he was the first
to go outside, and when he turned and told them
that everything was all ril?'ht, they were Quick
to follow . Down the rocks thev climbed, after
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taking a look at the ladder. But thev did not
disturb it, for they did · not want You11g Wild
:West to know that any one had been there. Once
i:r_i the canyon below thev were not long in gettmg back to the horses.
"Now then, pard~." Su,,.gs said, "we'll git over
the_ othe1: side of the creek in that little grotto,
wh1ch will make a better place to camp than
what Young Wild West has got at the end of the
canyon. This will be our stopping- nlace tHl
we've finished our job here."
.
They had nothing much in the wav of an
o~tfit with them, so it took them but a verv few
mmutes. to put their camp in shape. Havinit
done this, Suggs looked about the confines of
th_e canyon. High above them on the left, the
chfl' went up almost straight to a distance of
nearly two hundred feet. Ledge,s nrotrudecl here
and there, and when he noticed a small crack
that was well toward the top he pointed to it and
~aid :
"Boys, ~hat would be a good place to hang
Young-. W1lcl West if we could onlv git him.
Jest see what a fine target it would be to shoot
at from here."
. "Y ~s. but it would be a nutty tough fob to
git !um up there, wouldn't it?"
"I don't know about that. I think we couM
man~ge to git h!m un there if we once got hold
of hnn. You km see that it wouldn't be very
liard climbing to git up to the ledge what's under
that c~·ack on ~he cliff. The ledge is puttv narrnw_ nl!.·ht b, it. But I reckon something could
be Jammed_ m that crack, and he could be hung
to it all ~1ght . . Th~t•s my idea of it, anv,fiow.
When ~ git a thmg rn my head I always like to
carry it out the way I want it. That's where
Young Wil~ We. t is going to hang, so we kin
sl:ioot_ at him. Now the next thing to do is to
g1t ~1m. Once we get him, we'll mighty soon
fix his two panls. We won't bother about taking
them alive, of com·se. We'll shoot them at the
first chance we git. But I do hone we kin !."it
that kid alive, 'cause I want to have somethinoto tell after we git away from here."
~
CHAPTER VIII.- The Capture of Young
Wild West.
It was probably an hour after Young Wild
West and Cheyenne Charlie returnee! from tlle
cave where the skeleton and gold had been found
when Arietta suggested to the young deadshot
that she would like to pay a visit to the place.
"Well, Et," and Wild shook his head as thoug-h
he had his doubts as to the advisability of such a
thing, "it's a pretty tough climb to get UP there,
and, another thing, the four villains must be
somewhere around by this time. They'll be able
to wa,tch us without being seen themselves, and
I don _t want them to know anythipg about that
caYe 1f I can help it."
"_Couldn't Charlit; and Jim watch for them
w~:Ie we were gettml!." up there, Wild?"
I s_uppose they could. But why do you insist
on_ gorng the~e? Sprely a skeleton isn't a nice
tlung for a little gul like you to look at."
"Little girl, Wild!" and Arietta struck him
playfully on the shoulder. "You mustn't think
that I am afraid of anything like a skeleton. I
have seen too many of them. My curiositv is
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1aroused, and I would like to see the cave, that's

111n."

That was quite enouJ!h to make him g-ive in,
so turning- to Charlie and Jim he said:
"Boys, if you don't mind, vou can g-o back there
witl, us and keep a watcn so we won't be attack- ·
ed by Sug·g·s and his men while we are g-ettiagup there and coming· back."
"Rig-ht yer are, Wild." the scout answered,
while Jim g-ave a nod of assent. "You kin bet
that we'll see to it that the sneaking- covotes
don't show up to interfere with ,·er. Go ahead
and take Arietta uo there. She's one of the
kind of goals what alwav.s wants to have her own
way about thing-s, and she's bent on seeing- the
inside of that cave, so she's g-oing- to see it.
that's all."
"Thank you, Charlie," Young- Wild West's
i:;weetheart spoke up, with a laugh. "Much
oblig-ed to you for helping me out."
"Well, I was only saving- what's the truth.
that's all." and Charlie grinned broadly.
'·Bring- vour· rifle· with vou. Et." the youn!!"
deadshot Raid, as he picked up his own. "We
happen to know that four men are after us, and
that they mean to take my life if thev can iret
the chance. We should be well armed, for there
is no telling· at what minute we may have to put
up a fig-ht."
The girl nodded anrl then picked up her rifle
and they followed him from the camp, Charlie
an<l Jim coming· along- at a slwrt distance behind. Lt was rather rough work climbing- over
the rocks, and if Arietta. had not been used to
l'Oug-hing- it she probably might have g-ivet1 up
the iJea- of reaching- the ledg·e. But no thoug·ht
of giving- it up entered her mind, and at Ieng-th
they were at the foot of the descent and ready
to proceed on up.
They paused long- enough to g-et a breathing
spell, and then after noticing- that his pa1,tners
were stationed below. so as to prevent a rush
through the narrow part of the place, should the
villains make such an attempt, he nodded to his
flweetheart and led the way upward. He stooped
now and then to lend her a helping- hand, but
Ar:etta <lid not seem to like this, for she felt that
she wa,; quite capable of climbing- the dista.ice
unassisted. At Ieng-th they reached the ledg-e
where the ladder lav. and after taking- a irood
look at it, Arietta nodded to her young- lover
and he started along- the narrow foothold.
"Be very careful, little girl, he advised. Don't
look rlown. While it isn't such a g-reat distance
below, it mig·ht make you dizzy, and if you
should fall it would be the last of you."
"I won't look down. Wild, and I am not a bit
afraid, either." wa~ the reply. "You g-o rig-ht
on. I'll be there almo:;;t as soon aF: vou are."
The bov said nothin2: further until he reached
the entrance to the cave. He stepped into the
wide crevice .iust as Arietta appeared, and taking- her by the arm pulled her in rather uuickly.
Of course, he had broug-ht something- to light
the place with, and he Quickly pulled out a candle
and, with a match lig-htetl it.
Arietta's face paled slightlv as she saw the
object lying- upon the floor. But, as she had said,
i:;he was really used to such sights. so ;:;he uuicklv
became calm and asked Wild to show her the
hole the nug-gets had been taken from.

"Look around and see if you can't find it
your~elf," was the smiling· reply. "It bas just
occurre<I to me ag·ain that Charlie and I failed
to g·o tbrong·h the pockets of the clothing- that
is on the skeleton. I'll do that first."
The _boy drew out a tin match-safe and a partly u,;ed plug of tobacco from one of the pockets.
Then he found a big· clasp-knife . and as he
moved part of the clothing· a revolver was discovered lying- close at the silent fig-ure's side.
"I think I know how the poor fellow died,' Et."
"How, Wild?" she asked, wonderingl y.
"\,Veil. it looks as thoug-h he mav have shot
himself. I reckon I'll find out rig·ht away. Just
hold the \:g-ht up this ,_,.,ay."
The g·irl did as he directed, and the skull was
plainly to be seen. In the center of the forehead
was a iag-g-ed hole, and then Wile\ knew he had
g-ueflsed rig-ht.
"'vVe can't help how he died, after all. little
g·irl," he Raid . "We'll never know whv he committee\ suicide. I suppose."
·
"Unless we find something in his pockets to
tell us." Arietta corrf!cted.
''That's rig-ht. I'll' finish the search now."
.J-Ie quickly d'cl this, and when he dr-ew out a
flat, tin box and an old torn nt>wspaper he had
about everything that could be found. The tor·n
newspaper proved to be an edition of a Denver
weekly. Lt was dated four years before. and
this was enough to satisfy our hero and his
sweetheart that the man had died since that
time. While Arietta held the candle. Wild opened the tin box. In it wern three letters still in
the envelopes. The addr-ess upon each of them
was "Frank Hartley, Durang-o, Colorado."
"I think we know the name the man bore, anyhow, Wild," Arietta said, when she had looked at
the envelopes. "Suppose we wait till we g·et
back to the camp before we read what's inside."
"A g·ood idea, Et." and putting- them back in
the tin box, Wild thrust the letter in his pocket,
and then turned to show the g-irl the g-old pocket.
He noticed right away that the pi\e of nug-gets
had disappeared , and, not a little astonished, he
asked for the candle and held it in as far as he
could reach to make sure about it.
"That',-; mig·hty strange, Et," he declared, as
t]1e g-irl peered in over his shoulder. "Tl1ere were
easily two or three shovelfu ls of nug-gets lying- in
a heap when we left the place<a little while ag-o."
"You must have been mistaken," Ai-ietta declared, shaking- her head. "Certainls· no one
has been here since that time. Why, it's not
much more than an hour-, is it?"
"Just about that, I should think. But I'll tell
you that some one ha,; been here. I am not a'bit
mistaken. I couldn't deceive myself in this way."
"Somebody is here now, Young Wild West!" a
voice exclaimed right behind them. "Jest offer
to touch that g-un of yours, and you'll be a dead
kid in a second.''
Wild and Arietta turned, and standing- direct! v
over them was Bill Sug-g·s, while on either side
of him was one of his pards. All had revolvers
pointed at the two.
"Take his g-un.s and that knife from him,
Jimmv," Sug-g,=. said. and Jimmy, who was on
his left, ohered uuickly.
"Now, then, ketch the g·al anti tie a handkerchief over her mouth."
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This was a trifle more than Arietta would
stand. Uttering a scream, she spranl?' directly
toward Jimmy. and pushinl?' with all her might
;.,he sent him sta11:gerinl?' across the cave. Then,
before the other man could prevent her. she
made a bolt for the mouth of the cave. Suggs
had our hero dead to ril'·hts, and when Wild attempted to break away from him the muzzle of
the revolver pressed so hard against his head
that he instantlv became quiet.
"Don't l!0 out there, Sam," the leader of the
villains called out. "You know as well as I do
that there's two of 'em watching below. We've
g-ot to let the gal go for the p1·esent, that's all.
We've e:ot Young Wild West, and that's the main
thin/?'. He ~lidn't think there was anv other wav
of .11:ittin' up here to this cave. Ha! ha! ha!"
Meanwhile, Arietta was in such a hurrv that
she narrowly missed falling from the ledge.
"Charlie! Jim!" she 1:-houted, at the top of her
voice, when i=-he caught sight of the two, who
had already heard her scream and were making
their wav upward as fast as thev could.
"What's the matter, Arietta?" the scout asked, excitedly.
"They've got Wild. Look out, or they'll shoot
you."
"Great e:imlets!" and the scout paled as he
turned and looked at Jim as if for advice.
Arietta came on down in a decidedly reckless
fashion. while young Wild Wei;t's two partners
"'Ot behind a rock and kept their rifleR turned
toward the mouth of the cave. But the girl Rucceeded in joining them, and no one came out.
"How did it happen? Were they hiding there
when you went in?" Jim asked, looking at the
pale face of the frightened girl.
"I i;uppose so," was the reply. "They must
have been there, unless there is another waY to
get into the cave."
"There ain't no other wav, vou kin bet on
that," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"Thev mui,;t have waited quite a while, then.
It wasn't until we discovered that the pile of
nuge:ets was mi,;sing that they appeared. They
e:ot right behind us, and Wild did not have the
least chance. It's a wonder one of them didn't
shoot me when I broke away. There were three
of them."
"All right!" the scout exclaimed, his eyes
flashing-. "I'm goin'· up there to git Wild. I'll
go in that cave if I'm Rhot down trvin' to do it.
Come on, Jim."
Dart did not need to be urged, and up he
went after Charlie, who made fast time in getting to the ledge above.
Once there, however, he became verv cautious.
Arietta had said there were three ruffians inside, and that they had captured Wild. This
meant that the instant he showed himself he
would be shot at. But Charlie was nothing: if
not daring·, and after pausing for a few seconds
he turned and, nodding- to Jim to follow him,
moved cautiously alonl?' until he reached the
opening. Then he listened for' a moment, but
failed to hear a sound. This encouraged him,
and he stepped softly in, holding a revolver
pointed straight before him, so he would be
reaclv to shoot the first man he saw.
There was no li.e:ht in the cave, and when he
J)UUtied again and listened and failed to hear the
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least sound it struck him that the villains were
expecting them to come, and were waiting to
get a chance to pounce unon them. Charlie
i;topped still in his trackR, and the next moment
Jim was at his side. Neither dared to whisper
.iust then, for both felt absolutely certain that
the villains were waiting to a-et a chance to canture them. The thin.e: to do now, and both knew
it quite well, was to remain perfectlv silent and
listen for a while. When they heard the least
sound they would have something to guide them.
For fully five minutes thev remained i;tandingthere, and at the expiration of that time not a
sound had been heard. Charlie then took the
risk of moving toward the left side of the cave.
When he came in contact with the rough wall he
felt about, and soon discovered a small niche.
Into this he pushed his way, and then Jlolding hi~
revolver ready he caJled out:
"Hands up, vou sneakinP" covotes! I've .11:ot vou
right where I want \'er!"
But onlv the echo of his own voice rang out.
There was another silence that lasted for a•
minute, and then Jim said, in a low tone of
voice:
"I reckon there's no one here, Charlie. I am
going· to take the risk of lighting- a match. Be
ready to shoot if anv one comes for me."
The next instant the match was lighted, and
then Charlie shot a quick Jr)ance about the cave.
There lay the i;keleton where he hacl seen it last,
but there was nothing in the wav of a livinll!'
being to be seen, save Jim Dart.

CHAPTER IX.-Wild's Peril.
Bill Suggs and his villainous nards had certainly met with a big- success. The findinl!' of
the gold had elated them greatly, and now that
they had selected the spot where Y oune: Wild
West was to meet his death, the next thing to .Jo
was to catch him. While thev were talkinl?' it
over another idea popped into the head of Sugg~.
"Boys," saicl he, "they'll !-artinh- be r•oin' to
that cave up there ag'in. What we oughter do
is to find a wav to e:it into it without bein' seen
by 'em. It's most likely enoug-h that they'll have
scme one staying where he kin see the cave all
the time. It sorter !-trikes me that there ought
to be another way to git into that cave, anvhow. Suppose we go and find out about it."
"How are we c:oing to git up as hiirh as that_
to look?" Jimmv ai;ked.
"Easy enough: Don't you know that not mote
than a couple of hundred vai·ds through here
there's a way to climb up above higher than the
ledge where the cave is? If you don't know it,
I do."
•
"\'\'ell, all right, then. Anything what suit!>
you I'm willing to."
The otherR declared the same thing, !'O Bill
Suggs, now almost convinced that there must be
another wav to get into the cave where the
skeleton lay, at once started to nut his plan into
action.
"There's one thing sure about it, boys," he
Raid, as he looked at the horses, "our nags will '
be !Safe enough here, 'cauf<e Younl!" Wild West an'
his pards won't dare to come through the narrow
place there. Thev couldn't ,rlt through without
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being seen. an' they'll think we're on the watch With the rope still about his waist, he led his
for 'em all the time. Maybe it would be better companions downward, and .iust as he could go
to leave one of yer here, though, 'cause there no further without untying the rope, he reached·
a narrow fissure and could see a . faint light comain't no tellinl?" jest what might happen."
"I'll stav and keep on the watch while vou go ing through it.
"I reckon we've come down jest about far
and look for a way to git into the · cave." spoke
enough, boys,'' he said, in a low tone of voice.
up Joe Martin.
''Ther·e's good solid rock to stand on here. and
"Are you willing to that. SaI\l ?"
it's almost level. · I'm going to go through there.
"Yes," was the reply.
Jest w~it till I git this rope off me."
·
"An' you. Jimmy?"
He Quickly relieved himself of the lariat and
"Sure. I'd rather go with you than stay here
then fearlessly squeezed his way through the
alone."
"I would, too," Sam declared. "Mv arm hurts fosure until he found himself rig·ht into the cave
me quite a little, and I'd rather have somebody he had been so confident of reaching. The inwith me all the time, 'cause maybe I couldn't stant he lit a match and verified it the villain
-put up as g-ood a fight as I oul?"hter if I was executed a few steps of a jig, for he was ceralone. I'll g-o with yer. I kin climb up the tainly delighted. Jimm,· and Sam Hart came
rocks all ril?"ht, even if I have e:ot a bullet in, and the sig·ht of the skeleton stretched upon
the rocky floor made them understand whv it
throug-h my arm."
was the leader was jubilant.
·
The · leader nodded.
"What do you think of me, anvhow, boys?"
"Come on," he said to the others. "We'll sea
what we kin do about gitting up there. I know Bill said, looking at them as he 1;eld a lighted
it kin be done. unless I'm mir:ht}' much mis- match before him.
"You have got the g·reatest head on you a man
t.aken."
Back through the narrow defile thev made could ever have." declal'ed Jimmy,. looking· at
their way. and when · a little over a hundred him admiringly. "I wouldn't have believed there
y3.rds had been covered . the canyon was a great was another wav to git to the cave. There must ·
deal wider. They_could not see the rlace where be something of a fortune-teller about vou. Bill."
"I don't know about that. But I will sav that
the cave was located now, for there were sc,
manr jutting- points •and breaks in the steep I'm a man with ideas, all right. Now. then, vou
cliffs that it was impossible. But they all ln1ew kin understand how we're going to git Yoi.rng
Wild West and hang him to the cliff over there
just about where it was, and when Suirgs finallv
pointed to a place that looked as thoul?"h it could so we kin shoot at him. We come in here and
1>e easily 'climbed his two companions nodded we'll watch our chance to git him. Of course,
their heads, and then it was not long before all most likely some one else will come with him.
t.hree were going upward. They reached a rather But we don't want no one but Young-- Wild West.
wide ledge that was probably twenty feet higher We'll shoot his pards and take him alive. He's
than the mouth of the cave, and working their got to be hung up to the cliff so he kin be
way along this they at length found themselves used for a target. I don't want him to die right
directly above it, b.ut not very close to the edge away, you know. Ha! ha! ha! Thi::; is what I
of the led11:e that overlooked it. There hap- call gitting- revenge, and at the same time I'll
pened to be a deep depression here. and the con- be making· a hero of myself among hund1·eds of
tinuation of the cliff ran on up almost perpendic- men when they hear that I was the one what
ularly.' There was probably an area of a hundred got Young Wild West."
So the three made their wav to the entrance
square feet there, and a hi,rh projection. They
crept around on their hands and knees for fully of the cave, and then taking their positions so
five minutes, and at length they came to a they could see outside and be sure to observe
i,plit in the cliff, which seemed to lead downward. any one who attetnpted to come up there. they
0ne of them had brought a roPe with him, and prepared to wait. Probably they might have
Sag·gs quickly took -it, and tying it about his been there fire minutes when Jimmy, who hapbodv under his arms he told his companions to pe"!).ed to be looking in the right way .iust then,
keep a tig·ht hold upon it as he intended to ven- saw a boy 1tnd a girl coming-. Behind them were
ture into the fissure. He let himself into the another boy and a man.
"I·Ie~·e they come, Bill!" he -exclaimed·, excitedfissure and found it rather steep.
ly. "Young· Wild West and one of the g·als is
"Let me down easy, boys." he called out to ahead.ff
the two. "I reckon I'm gitting 1·ight where we
"Yes, and his two paTds is rhrht behind." Bill
want to go."
answered, quickly. "All ri-irht. Let 'em come.
But it was not more than a distance of ten All we've got to do is to hide in the dark somefeet that he went down at an angle· of oerhaps where. and ·wait till a good chance comes. We
forty-five degrees when he came to a good-sized could shoot 'em all but the gal when they g-it on
passage.
the ledge, for that matter. But that ain't what
"Tie the rope to something and come on I want to do. I want to git Young Wild West
down!" he called out to his companions. I reckon alive, and while we're at it we'll git the g-al, too."
I've found something if it ain't the cave we want
Back they went into the cave, and finding a
to git into."
g-ood hiding·place they crouched down and waited.
It did not take them long to do as he directed, Fina1ly they saw Wild and Arietta come in. and
and then they promptly came down. Suggs had when the candle was lighted they could watch
lig·hted a couple of matches before this, and when and see all that took place without being seen
1he discovered that the passage turned slightly themselves. Suggs was in no hurry, and it was
and then went on down, he made up his mind not until he saw the boy and g·irl kneel down
that it must be connected with the cave below. to examine the hole from which the gold had
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been taken that he was readv to act. Then he to lend aid to Jimmy, and the rei:;ult wai:; that
stepped forward, cautiously, Jimmy and Martin the ladder was soon pulled up to them. SugJ?s
followinl?' him. What happened then has already heard the J?"irl shoutinJ?" below, ancl he knew that
been described. With the muzzle of a revolver the action of Jimmy had been discovered.
orei::sed against his forehead he was forced on
"I reckon we've irot to git awav mig-htv quick,"
throul?"h, and then Suggs seized the rope and he i:;aid. "That gal is veiling out there. I suptook a turn about the boy's waist, Pinning his pose i:;he seen ver!'
arms at the same time. While Martin stood at
"She didn't see me, Bill. but she seen the
the fissure, Jimmy assisted him in ga,rging and ladder cominl!' up," was the reply.
further securinir the prisoner. The l?'airgine: was
"Well, that's jest as bad. She'll know now
done bv means of a bie: handkerchief, and Wild
how we got· into the cave. You fetch along
was forced to put up with the treatmen because the ladder. You kfo carrv it, I reckon."
"I'll brinl!' it with me, you kin bet."
there was no alternative.
"Out with him, Jimmy!" the leader exclaimed,
Suggs then joined Hart, and seizing- one of
in a low tone of voice, and then turninl?" to the Wild's arms he i:;tarted him along. Thev made
pretty quick time, for the voung deaelshot knew
other, he added:
"Come on, Sam. They won't find the way we how usele!-s it would be if he attempted to delav
,rot in here very soon. Let's git on up and be them. The revolver against his head and a
off w-ith the kid."
finger on the triJ?"irer meant tha.t only a slight
When he finallv was carried up into the open
Presi:;ure of the finger and a bullet would iro
afr, with the blue sky above him and the towercrashing through his head.
inl! cliffs rearh1g themselves hil?"her UP over his
head, he felt relieved.
"We've got yer, kid," Suggs said, smilinir
fiendishly at him. "I did intend to shoot YOU
CHAPTER X.-Arietta's Swing for Life.
dovm on sie:ht, but I changed mv mind. We're
iroing to hanl! yer to a certain place we've J?'Ot
Arietta was trembling with excitement as i:;he
picked out, and then use you to shoot at for a
tarJ?"et. Come on, boys. Let's e:it away from watched Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart as thev
entered the cave from the ledge above. She kept
here."
"I'm going to take a look down· and see what's her eves fixed upon the spot, expectinl?' every
goinir on below first, Bill," Jimmy said, as he moment to hear i:;hooting. But when no . ounrls
were heard she knew more anxious than ev~r.
beiran creeping toward the edge of the ledire.
"Be mighty careful that vou don't git shot," It was an ordeal that the J:('ir) wai:; Pa!-singthroui:('h now, and had she not been far braver
was the reply.
than the averaire of her sex it is doubtful ir
Jimmv nodded, and he was soon at the edl?"e
she could have stood it. Just as she wa;; thinkof the cliff. He listened and could hear noth- ing of going upward to break the smmense !-he
inir. Then he took the risk of peerini over. saw llomethinl?' that was really startling. Thtand saw Arietta at the foot of the cliffs, looking ladcler that had been l:ving upon the ledge was
upward. But she was not lookine: toward him,
risinJ? upward. Arietta caught just a irlimpse of
and he knew that undoubtedly Young Wild
a man's head upon the ledge above, and then she
West's two partners had come up and were now knew what was causing the ladder to move.
foside the cave. Then he happened to look downShe cried out excitedlv to warn Charlie and
ward again, and riJ?"ht below him lav the ladder Jim, ancl then tun1ed •and ran swift]y toward the
upon the ledge.
camp. It had come to her like a flash that the
"By Jingo!" he exclaimerl, under hh, breath.
villains had got out of the cave in some wav
"That would be jest the thing- we want to J?"it and reached the higher point. But what they
Young Wild West up· to that place where Bill intended to do with the ladder she had no idea.
i:;ays he's J?'Oing to hanl?" him to the cliff. I
However, i:;he meant to get Hop to come and
could J?"it that if I had a rope here."
lend his assistance, while she secured a rifle.
He crept back a little and, beckoning to Suirirs,
She was seen befor<' she was half-way to the
said: "Jest brinl?" that rope over here, Bill. I'm camp, and Anna and Eloise, as well as Hoo and
goinir to git the ladder."
Wing, knew · that somethinl?" out of the ordinary
had happened ..
"Ladder, eh? That's a g-ood idea. We might
"Come on, Hop," the brave girl shouted.
need it," was the ouick reply.
Then the rope was promptly brought to
"Brin~ me a rifle, quick. "The villains have got
Wild!"
Jimmy, who made a noose. He looked over
again, and saw that Arietta was watchinl?" what
"Allee lie:ht, Missee Alietta," came the replv,
and the Chinaman auicklv rnn and irot a rifle.
he knew must be the mouth of the cave. Then
Then he picked up a coiled lariat and throwing
he lowered the rope down, and the ladder, proit over hi,; ishoulders ran to meet the girL
.iectin~ slight]'(' over the ledge, was easv· for
"That's right, Hop," Arietta said, as she
him to catch. Once the loop ·had been cauirht
about it he drew upwanl slowly, and as the
noticed the rope. "We'll need that. Come on."
ladder began to rise the girl saw it and uttered
As they ran back and came within !Sight of the
ledg-e, both ;;aw Charlie and Jim ;.;t~.;1dinl!' there
a crv. , But Jimmy got back out of the waY
m1ickly, i:;ince he did not know but that she waving their hands excitedly.
might take a shot at him, even though the rifle
"Hurrv up, heathen," the .~cout called out.
:;h'e had possessed was now in the hands of his "That's iest what.I want. Fetch that right h('re.
companions. for when Arietta had fled from the Come riirht on up. You come, too. Arietta.
C'ave she had no time to take it with her. While' ·we've found out where they've took \Vile!."
Hart took charge of the prisoner Suggs hastene,1
Sure enough, Charlie and Jim "had di~covered
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the fissure throug-h which the villains had entered
"Charlie," Jim whispered, "we haven't a mo·the cave _and then made their escape, taking m~nt to lose. Wild is directly below us under
Young Wild West with them. Knowinir that tlus ledge, and he is in a critical position. Some
thev must have gone out by some other way, one will have to , go down and save him. We can't
t~ev pursued the search and quickly made the see the scoundrels, but they mean to shoot him.
discovery. Hop lighted a candle the moment Who wiU l!:o ?"
he reached the cave, and then Cheyenne Char-lie
"I will!"
led the way to the rear end, and all hands pushed
It was Arietta who spoke.
through the narrow opening-. There was only
"Give me a rope," she added, turning· to
orie way to g-o, and thls would lead them to the Charlie. "They won't dare to shoot at me. If
w1de ledge above. The scout had considerable Wild is beneath this ledg-e you can lower me
dlffic1;1lty in g-etting- up the steep ascent; but once down al)fl swing- me in to him and I'll save him.
he did g-et there he was not long- in assistinJ?: When .they see me' they may show themselves
the others. Then they found there was but one and try to stop me. Then you can shoot if vou
·
.
.
way to g-o, and this must be the rig-ht wav. of like."
cour?e. Th~v went along· r.aoidly, and were. soon
It , all happened quickh'. but Young Wild
makmg- tfie1r wav down into the canvon at the
sweetheart and his partners knew there
other end of the narrow part of it. When thev Wests
no time for delay. The rope was fastened
were nearly at the foot of the rocky descent was
Charlie and Jim
they caurrht a g-limpse of the four villains as they . about Arietta's waist, and then Meanwhile.
were disappearing- beh. d som'e rocks at the lowered her over the ledge.one of the men Wild
had
in exactly the .Position
other side. Jim Dart paused an instant and was
as he was descending- the ladder. A wooden
looked to ~he rig-ht and left. He knew that they said
had been driven into a fissure, and with a
were makmg- fo: some point quite hie.-h up, and stake
rope around his neck, tied to this, bound and
it occurred to him that they might J1ave a cave hel~les~.
with his b_ody resting- upon a slantinl!
there where they -i ntended to hide Wild. What
he wanted to do was to find another wav to reach pro.1ect1on of rock, he was in a terrible position.
But he was not to remain that way long- for
the spot and take them bv surprise. He quickly
saw a wav to do this, as he thoug-ht, and he at h~lp was coming from above. Slowly the b'rave
~irl_ was lowered until she was below the proonce told his companions about it.
ledge. The helpless young cleadshot was
"Lead the way, then, Jim," the scout answered. .1ectmg•before
her now, but she could not reach
rig-ht
"Come on, Arietta.. Come on, Hop. Let me have bim.
that lig-ht."
"Swing me in closer!" she cried to those above.
Hop g-ave him the light, and then the scout
Charlie and Jim heard her words, and they
hunied along· with them. Down into the canvon be~an
the rope. At the third swing
the\· made their way, and then rig-ht where there Arietta swinging
the ladder with her feet, and
was quite a sharp turn in it they crossed the then qhe caught
was able to hold herself lone.- enoug·h to
creek and were soon going- up on the other side
a footing- upon the narrow leclg-e. Out
according· to Jim's notion of doing- it. It wa~ gain
just as she g-ot
tedious work getting- up it. and when Dart found came her hunting·-knife, and him
from hi:i
the~· were g-oing- hig-her than was necessary he close enoug-h to the boy to cut he.ardfree
below. She
trieu to work his way along to the left. But perilous position a shout was look .around.
this was impossible. so he decided to continue on, started violently, but did not
Crang- ! crang ! crang- ! crang- !
and in a few minutes he had reached a point
Four rifle shots sounded and then a cheer
that was about · over the spot where he had seen
the villains disappear. A ledge projected out went up from above her.
over it, however, and when he crept out to peer
'.'Saved, Wild!" she exclaimed, frevently, as she
downward he could see nothing- but the almost g-npped hard upon the young- deadshot's arm.
level 11:round below. But he did get sight of "Don't slip."
part of the ladder, and then knew 1·ight awav . "I --:von't little g·irl," came the reply, and then,
that he had discovered the exact soot that he m spite of the perilous position the boy threw
was looking for. Just as he was about to tell an arm about her neck and kissed her.
his companions of his discovery a man went
"They've all gone under!" Cheyenne Charlie
down the ladder. He was followed bv another.
shouted from above. !'Go on clown the ladder.
who said, ouite loud enoug·h for Dart to hear:
Th~re ain't no use in haulin' you up here ag'in,
"There he is. boys! He's tied with a rope Anetta."
around his neck, and his body is resting- on a
When the two reached the rocks below they
slant. , When we shoot at him his bodv will slip
off and if he ain't killed by the bullet right saw the four villains lying about. All of them
away he'll choke to death from the rope. I were dead, for Charlie and Jim had shot to kill.
reckon we've got Young ,vild West 'ROW. Come Fifteen minutes later our friends were back at
on. His pards won't dare to come through the the camp. When they reached a mining- camp a.
few days later they read the letters that h.ad
narrow place for fear of gittin' shot."
been found in the clothing of the skeleton and
Jim's eyes brightened when he J\eard this. finding- that he had relatives, sent them th~
He held up his hand as Chadie looked down- greater part of the gold.
ward, for he knew the scout would want to shoot
But Charlie had heard the last
the villains.
of what was said, and when Jim whispere,l for
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
him to remain still he did so.• Another man deBOY RANCHERO; or.
AND THE
WEST
heard
were
scended the ladder, and then they
HELPJNG A TENDERFOOT TO SUCCESS.•
. b.lkAn.it away, though thev could not be seen.
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A BOY FROM THE STREET .
-Or.-

The Waif Who Became a Merchant
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story

CHAPTER XII.

A Clumsy Accm,ation.
"You arc very kind. ma'am," said Jack. "I
don't suppose I could give her t11e right sort of
bringing up when she grew older, but I did J!Ot
want to send her to an institution."
''Meet me at. Mr. Williamson'& this evening,"
said the lady, "and we will talk it over. They
know me well, and will, I am sure· give you the
best advke."
"Very well, ma'am. I will see you there this
evening. Watts' wife knows something about the
little girl, and we might be able to find her folk~.
1f not, then I think I'll agree to your prop~s1tion-that is, if Tillie agrees. Would you hke
to go to live with the lady, sis, in a nice house,
and have everything fine and be just like her
own little girl?"
"Will she take you too. Jack?" the child asked,
simply, whereat there was a general !-mile, and
Jack answered :
"No, I guess not; but I shall see you often,
and know just how you are doing, and you won't
be away from me much more than you are now.
Wouldn't you like to go?"
"Well, we'll talk it over," answered Tillie, very
• pertly, and then they all smiled again, and Jack
said:
"I think she will ma'am, if I say I'd like to have
her go; but, as she says, we'll talk it over."
They talked it over that £,Vening at the William:sons, and Jack accepted Mrs. Underwood's offer
to provide a home for Tillie, either permanently
or until her parents could be found.
Pe1 cy Dresser came in at the end of the conf erenc-e, and invited himself up to Phil's room,
much to the latter's disgust.
"You don't mind if I smoke a cigarette, do
you?" he said, taking a case from his pocket.
"These are real imported." .
"I do mind it, then," said Phil, as Percy lit a
cigarette and bei?:an to blow smoke rings. "I do
not smoke here and you mustn't. Come on, Jack,
you haven't seen all those stamps yet. There
are some early French l)residencies and empires,
and !-Orne fine provincials and colonials. The
French Guianas are rare, and then--''
"Oh, by the way," said Jack, suddenly remembering something.
Phil was at his desk and was getting out his
album, a heavy book bound in leather, when he
uttered a sudden explanation, and then stooped
and picked up something from the floor.
"\Vhat's this doing on the floor? Who's been
meddling with my book? The servants have
orders not to touch anything."
Then he opened the book, turned the leaves very
quickly, and suddenly :;topped and exclaimed:

%3

"Well. I'm blessed l There's three of the '56
British Guianas gone. No, only two now, because
here's one I found on the floo1·."
"You're very careless to leave the book about
with strangers in the room," drawled Percy, puffing lazily at his cigarette.
''Do you remember mv shdwing you some rare
stamps yesterday that I told you were worth a
hundred dollars apiece, Jack?" asked Phil.
"Yes, and I want to say something about 'em,"
answe,red Jack, taking the two stamps from his
PO<'ketbook. "Are these the ones?"
"Why, where did you get-yes, they must bewhy, yes, the torn edges of the hinges match perfectly. Why, Jack, where did you get them?"
"l found them under my hat-band this morning, or rather my boy did."
"Rather a singular place to put them," said
Percy.
"Under your hat-band?"
"Yes. The boy knocked it down, and in brushing it found the stamps."
"Ah, yes, a very pretty story," drawled Percy.
"A case of guilty conscience, I should say."
Phil turned upon the dandy and said, angrily:
"Put out that nasty cigarette, and put your!'elf. out at the same time. How dare you hint
any such thing?"
"It's very clear," !'aid· Percy. "It doesn't do to
leave strangers in the room where there are-"
, "Jack was not left alone, and if he was he
wuul.:I not steal!" cried Phil, indignantly.
Then a 1;udden light seemed to dawn upon him,
and be f-aid:
"You were here after we left, Percy Dresser.
You must have been! By George, I've got it! Do
you ,emember, Jack, in going out your hat wa!-:
upside-down, and I said that perhaps a servant
had lrnocktd it down? I don't believe it now. Percy
Dre$.,;er, didn't vou tear those stamps out of my
album and stick them in Jack's hat?"
The dandy changed color perceptibly, and then
began to puff more '\iolently in order to cover his.
confusion.
"The idea!" he drawled.
"I b<'li~vc you did!" cried Phil. "You knew all
about the st<UI1PS, you don't like Jack, and-tell
me ri_ght c,ut whether you did or did not do this?"
"Ah, you don't suJ;)pose for an instant that I you knuw you don't know anything about him;
ju~t :1 bo:v from the street, don't you know. ,It's
absurd tu suppose that I would--"
"G<>t out!" cried Phil in disgust, "and don't you
ever come up here aµ;ain. I knew you were a fool,
but I didn't believe vou were a scoundrel."
"But, Phil, my dear boy--"
"Get out!" cried Phil, his face ablaze with a
dangerous look.
Percy went away, and Phil, throwing himself
in a bill.' chair, breathed heavily for a few moment«, and then said:
"Ja~k. old man, you don't bel'eve for an instant that I take any stock in that liar':; hints?"
"No, I oo not," ~~:d Jack. "But why should he
want to U,row irnspicion on me? Had he rnict
anything to you about it?"
''No, for, y011 ~ee, I had iu~t discovered the to,;s
of the i-tamps. I'll Let I hit it right, and that
wh<'n we wHP downstairs he slipped up, got the
stamp~ arn1 rn: thf'm in your hat-band. I suppo~e he ne, C'r r:< '1C( d th: t he changed the position
of it. Lat( r J.e J.iJ <bab,y meant to ask me to
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search for the stamps, throwing out hints that
"Bill lies !" snarled the woman, but a look in
you had taken them."
her face told Jack that she herself was not telling
"Perhaps," muttered Jack, "but why should he the truth.
suspect me?"
"Because he doesn't like you, because you witnessed his cowardice that day on the elevated, beCHAPTER XIII.
cause he is jealous. It's the most contemptible
thing I ever heard of. You don't believe that I
Mrs. Watts Gives Up the Fight.
think you took the stamps, Jack?"
"No, Phil, I don't. I know you don't; but per"Now, see here, Mrs. Watts," said Jack, "it
haps I had better not come here any more. He won't do you a bit of good to go on like
that.
is your cousin, and it would only make trouble." "You can't .11:et the child; she is not yours,
and
,;If it's a question of any one staying away you may be able to make some money by telling
you won't be the one," cried Phil. "The fool, he what you know."
mig-ht have known that the thing wouldn't hold
"You haven't got- money enough to buy
I
,,ater. You weren't left alone, and if you had know," cried the woman, forgetting in herwhat
anger
been, would it be likely that you would carry the that she said she knew nothing. "I'm going: to
stamps around with you after you had taken them those who'll pay me mor'n you'll ever be worth."
from here? Wouldn't you try to get rid of them?
''How do you know how much I can pay?" said
Of course. The whole business is just like him, Jack.
and shows a lack of common sense."
Mrs. Watts bit her lip, and then, catching up
"I never l!,"ave him any reason for trying to her basket, started to run across the driveway
tn'.lke me out a thief."
leading upon the pier.
"Of course you didn't, but that wouldn't matter.
At that instant a heavy truck drawn by two
He is such a mean. contemptible cad that he would powerful horses, the control of which the driver
n0t want any reason. It's just spite. You saw had somehow lost, came dashing along right in
}1 im act like a cur, and he can't forgive that. Howthe path of the angry woman.
ever, I don't think you will have any more trouble
Her ba~ket was heavy, and she was unsteady
from him. Don't you think of staying· away on on her
feet, and before Jack could interpose to
}1is account, for then I will think that you believe
save hc>r the pole of the wagon struck her and
I take stock in his miserable suspicions. I don't, ~he wa;· thrown down.
and if he doesn't apologize I'll cut him dead and
The boy leaped forward and seized the bridle
P~k dad to refuse him to the house."
of the nearest horse. at the same time calling to
"I'd rather you'd let it drop," said Jack. very him in a loud voice to stop.
quietly. "So long as you don't believe him, hi~
The driver tugged fiercely at the reins and this,
apology won't mend matters."
.
with the aid Jack was able to give, quickly halted
Jack did not see Percy for some tune a:t'ter thP lwrses.
that, and when he met him on the street paid
A policeman and several bystanders rushed up
nn more attention to him than if he had been an and the woman was taken almost from under the
\ •ter stranger.
feet of the horses.
There was a bad cut on her head, her hair
The dandy had meant to cut Jack. and when he
wu:-- himself cut, he flushed up to the roots of his streamed down over her face and on her shoulders,
blonde hair, tugged at his weak mustache, and her dress was torn and spattered with mud, and
she presented a sorry sight.
said:
She was alive, but had fainted, and was car"Sir, do you mean to insult me?"
"I did not know that that was J>OSsible," said ried upon the pier in a very limp and bedrag·gl~d
condition and laid upon a bale of goods, while
.T·1ck, in cutting tones, and passed on.
p.,1-cv did not visit his uncle afte1· that, and it men and women pressed around and kept air
from her. and a crowd of small boys, like a
'W'lS ,ix months before Jack saw him again, and
in the meantime business had been so good at flock of vultures, descended upon her scattered
the store that he had to engage the one next to store and bore it off to the last decayed and
it. use the room in the rear, which had been his half-crushed fragment.
'·Stand aside!" cried the policeman, vainly en,ileepinir quarters, to store his iroods in. hire a
b0okkeeper, and an extra boy to make deliveries. c!<'avoring to press the crowd back. "The poor
Midsummer was approaching, but business was woman will die if you people crowd upon her
goo,!, notwithstanding that many of his customers so. Who saw it? 'Will any one give me his
were away, when one day, when Jack had gone to name?''
request had a greater effect in thinning
th ~ market and amonir the commission men in outThis
the curious crowd than any exertion of musord er to see for himself just what there was to be cle on
the officer's part, for those who witness
haJ of the very best, he saw Mrs. Watts sitting an accident
are usually very shy of getting their ·
by a basket of apples at the approach to a steamnames in print, and in a few moments there was
b oat pier.
a considerable clear space around the unfortuApproaching the woman before she saw him, he nate woman.
sudrlenly stopped in front of her and said:
"I saw it, officer," said Jack. "I know the
"Good-afternoon. Mrs. Watts. In business, eh?" woman, Is she dead?"
"Yes," she growled. "Bill's been sent up again,
"No. I guess not; but she can't stay here. She
I've got to do something to keep soul and body will have· to go to the hospital. She'.s badly
together."
.hurt, I guess. How did it happen?"
"By the way," said Jack, carelessly, "Bill says
that you know Tillie's parents?"
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
COLORS LOBSTERS TO SUIT
Lobste:rs of any hue desired to fit the color
scheme of a dinner mar be procured if cooks will
follow the directions o Doctor Kornfeld, of Berlin, who has conducted extensive experiments to
find out why lobsters are red, and whether or not
they have to remain that way.
Doctor Korfeld found the shells of lobsters and
crabs contain alizarin, a coloring matter, and that
the action of heat upon this material turns the
shells red. He also discovered, according to his
announcement, that coloring matter given to shellfish in tbeir food will produce various hues of
shell.
HOUDINI AS MEDIUM
Comparatively few persons are av:rare that
Houdini, who has been busy during the past few
years exposing fraud "mediums," once was himself a medium of no mean abilitr.
Thirty-five years ago, in Garnet, Kan., Houdini
was commencing his climb to fame as assistant
to a wandering "d9eto.r." The two of them sold
to Kansas natives a concoction bound to cure any
ailment, and young Houdini was the company ~ntertainer. One Saturday the doctor came to him
and said he could 1·ent the Town Hall for Sunday
evening provided Houdini could put on some sort
of an entertainment of a religious nature, of
which a collection would be a featui·e.
Houdini conceived the idea of putting on a
seance.
Needless to say, the seance was a tremendous
success. It left Houdini conscious-stricken at
having deluded so many worthy citiz~ns, and he
determined then and there never agam to resort
to "spirit messages'' to earn a living, a resolve
to which he has faithfully adhered.
HOW MOUNTAIN CHAINS ARE MADE
A theory of mountain-chain formation based
or a slow sliding- of whole continental blocks
over a substratum of .wolcatic glass was proposed
at the American Philosophical Society by Dr.
Reginald A. Daly of Harvard University.
According to Doctor Daly's theory, great sections of the earth's crust, slowly heaved and
tilted out of a stable position, gradually migrate
in the direction of their slope. This slope may
be very slight, and migration very slow, even a
few inches a century, yet it goes on for such l~ng
:periods that great changes, even the formation
of huge mountain ranges, may take place.
Such a downstream migration of a contine_ntal
block Doctor Daly said, could not be 1magmed
over ~ fi.xed and rigid base; but "for good reasons
we may assume the earth's crust to be. underlain by a universal substraturll'of basaltic glass
at a temperature of 1,200 to 1,600 degrees Centigrade, or 2,200 to 2,900 Fahrenheit_. The rigidity of stiffness of t~e substratum 1s _great because of the hydrostatic pressure upon 1t; yet, as
in the case of pitch, the resistance to flow breaks
down with the pas11age of time, if a permanent,
one-sided presimre or stress be applied to the
substratum material."

Two thinl!'s happen tq_ a miirrating continent,
Doctor D~Jy continued. The edire of the "downstream" side, upon reachmg the iim1t oi its rmgration and encountei-ing resistance, wrinkles and
crumbles into mountain folds, like the outer edge
of flowing tar or molasses. On the "upstream"
side the crust is stl'etched and finally cracked
allowing the interior magma to come to the s'm·:
face as g1·eat non-volcanic lava flows.
GREENLAND BIRD-SKINS
To the. Espuimau woman the mouth is like a
third hand, especially in the preparation of skim;
which is a very considerable part of her work'.
As a consequence, the front teeth of the older
women are often worn away to the merest stumps.
The Esquimau method of preparing bird-skins is
extremely peculiar, and therefore interesting a1,d.
is thus described:
'
The first step is carefully td' dry the feathe1·s
then the skins are turned inside out, and the Jaye;
of fat scraped away as thoroughly as possible
:vith a mussel-shell or a spoon, and is eaten, bemg esteen:ied a great delicacy. Then the skins
are hung up under the roof to dry.
After a few days the last remnants of fat are
removed from them by means of chewing; then
they are dried again, then washed in warm water
with soda and soap three times over, then .rinsed
out in very cold water, pressed and hung up for
the final drying. If the feathers are to be removed, so that only the down is left-as for example, in the case of the eider-duck-they are
plucked out when the skin is half dry. Then it is
thoroughly dried and cut up, and so is ready for
use.
The chewing is a very remarkable process. The
operator takes the skin, almost dripping with fat,
and chews away at one spot till al] the fat is
sucked out and the skinn is soft and white; then
the chewing area is slowly widened, the skin
gradually retreating farther and farther into the
mouth, often until it disappears entirely, to be
spat out again at last with every particle of fat
chewed away.
This industry is for the most part canied on
by the women and children, and is very highly
relished by reason of the quantity of oil it enables them to absorb. In times of scarcity, the
men are often glad enough to be allowed to do
their share.

"Moving -Picture Stories"
A \V('ekly lllai;-azine Devoted to Pbotoplays and Players
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and. in the case of the package-improper wrapping-a piece ef mail must be taken out of the
regular postal machinery for "directory service"
NEW YORK, JUNE 26, 1925
or "hospital service," it becomes a Nixie.
If the postal sleuths are able to correct the adTERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
dress, or return to sender for a better one, it again
becomes a piece of mail-though "delayed mail" is
the better sobriquet.
61n&'le Coples ..•.••...••..•.•••• Poetaare Free
8 Cent •
f.>ne copy Three Month •........
"
" · fl.00
If, after an exhustive effort, the postal "detecOne Cop1 ISlx Jl,lonLl.l~.... •• • •••
2.00
"
"
tive" must give up the puzzle, and there is no reOne Covy One t~ar ........... .
..oo
turn address, the piece of mail is consigned to the
Cauoda. $-1.50; Foreign. $1S.00.
HOW TO SEND l\lONEY -At our risk send P. 0.
Dead Letter Office, where it again changes its
Money Order, Check or l{egistered Letter; rewlttooces
lu any other way are at your risk. We accept Postage :Qame to dead letter or dead parcel, as the case
Stamps .the same as cash. When sending silver wrup may be.
the Coin In a separata piece of paper to avoid cutting
Its period of existence as a Nixie is the most
the envelope. Write your uarne nud addreas plainly.
expensive one. It demands special attention from
Address letters to
the very best clerks. Valuable time is spent in
Harry E. WolJJ, Pre ••
}
HARRY E. WOLFF, its behalf, time which also may . prove more costCharles E. Nylander. Sec.
Publisher, Inc.,
ly to the mailer or intended recipient through the
L. F. Wihln. Treas,
166 W. 23d St., N. Y, attendant delay.
But in the long run the postoJ sei;vice loses
most. In Chicago 400 workers do nothing but
handle Nixies. In New York the service costs
$500 daily. In all the Nixie costs the government
ANCIENT BURIED CITY IS FOUND IN , about $1,740,000 a year.
NEVADA
••
••
Signs of a buried city antedating anyt~ing
found heretofo1e in this country are to-day being traced by field members of the National Cosmograph Society twenty miles west of Pioche,
Counsel-I'm sorry I couldn't do more for you.
near White Horse Springs. Two and a half miles Convicted Client-Don't menton it gov'nor; ain't
of heiroglyphics chiseled in an obsidian cliff re- five years enough?
sembling dark brown glass have been discovered.
Quantities of pottery have been found. The
"How do you tell mushrooms from toad
pottery, unlike that found in Pueblo Grande de stools? "I'll wait till next morning. If I'm here,
Nevada, has an unusually thick.fire glaze and dec- they were mushrooms. If I'm in heaven, they;
orations in black are declared to resemble closely were toadstools."
Chinese characters.
Sonny-Aw, pop, I don't wanter study arithFORD NOW EMPLOYS 161,000
metic. Pop-What! a son of mine g-row up and
The Ford organization is now employing more not be able to figure up baseball scores and batthan 161,000 persons in its' 'various activ-ities ting- avera_g,es? Never!
throughout the United States, according to the
latest empioyment figures announced recently.
.This is a record for the industry.
"Did you occupy your last pulpit with credit?"
The la:rg·est. incr·ease has come in the Detroit inquired the church trustee. "I certainly did,"
area where the Ford Motor Company's manu- · responded the applicant; "there was never any
facturing plants are located. Here close to 14,- cash conne<;ted with it."·
500 have been added to the employment list since
March.
The big majority of workers are employed at
Miss Neverstop, seating herself between two
the Highland Park and River Rouge plants. The much - en.a:rossed elderly gentlemen, exclaims:
River Rouge now has 52,800 on its payroll, a rec- "A ro,;e between two thorns." "Nay, madam,"
ord for that plant. Highland Park· still leads all retorts one: "say rather a tongue · sandwich."
plants with 55,300 employees, though this number
is considerably lower than the peak employment
"And you wouldn't beg-in a journey on Frirec~·d of 1923, which was before the transfer of day."
"Not I." "I can't understand how you
several thousand men to River Rouge when the can have
faith in· such a silly superstition."
motor assembly and crankshaft departments were "No superstition
about it. Saturday's my paymoved the1·e.
day."
Along with the steady increase in employment
in Detroit due to greater production · demands
A minister was Adressing a school-class rethere have been corresponding increases at domestic assembly plants until the employment rolls for cently, and was trying- to enforce the doctrine ·
that the hearts of the little ones were sinful
these now show close to 44,000 employees.
and needed regulating. Taking out his watch
and holding- it up, he said: "Now, here is my
A NIXIE
watch;/- suppose it doesn't keep good timeA letter, postcat·d, parcel, or newspaper enter- now g-oes too fast, and now too slow. What shall
ing the mails is simply a piece of mail.
I do with it?" "Sell it!" shouted the class in
If, because of inadequate or inco.rrect address, unison.
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CONVICTS WITH THE PRICE HA VE RADIO
IN SING SING
One of the most recElnt of the many changes
in Sing Sing Prison, is the installation- of private
radio receiving sets in the cells of such convicts
as can afford the luxury.
Vl' arden Lewis E. Lawes said there were ten
or twelve receiving outfits privately owned, and
that each of them had several head-set extensions ·
in other cells. According to Leon C. Weinstock,
of the· State Prison Commission, sixty or seventy
prisoners have head-sets in their cells.
Amplifiers are not permitted in the cell blocks.
La-rger radio sets have been installed for several
months in the chapel, the home of Warden Lawes
and other pal'ts of the institution.
One hundred convicts were sent to Sing Sing
May 14, 1825, to build quarters and a stockade
to be used as a state prison. May 31, 1825, they
were locked up for the night for the first time in
one of the shacks whic_h they biult.
TURKEY'S ANCIENT GUNS
In 1478, Mahomet II, in p1·osecuting the siege
of Scutari, in Albani, employed fourteen heavy
bombards the lightest of which threw a stone
shot of three hundred and seventy pounds' weight
two sent shots of five hundred pounds, two of
eight hundred and fifty pounds, one of twelve
hundred pounds, five fifteen hundred, and one of
the enonnous weight of sixteen hundretl and forty pounds.
The stone shot of Mahomet's guns varied between twenty and thirty-two inches in diameteT,
about the height of a dining table-two tl-\ousand
five hundred and thirty-four of them fired on this
occasion weighing, according to a calculation of
General Lefroy, about one thousand tons - and
were cut out of the solid rock on the spot.
Assuming twenty-four inches a~ the average
diameter of the shot fired at the s1ege, the total
:.rea of the surface dressed was nearly thirty-two
thousand square feet. At this siege the weight of
the powder fired, is estimated by General Lefroy
to have been two hundred and fifty tons. At the
siege of Rhodes, in 1480, Mahomet caused sixteen basilisks or double cannon, to be cast on the
spot, throwing balls two or three feet in diamete1·.
BOTTLES TELEPHONE MESSAGES
Bottling up a telephone message until the person rung up has returned to the office or house
has become a possibility ,by the combi~ation of an
invention of Poulsen, the famous wireless telephone pioneer, and a wireless va1'·e, says ::i London newspaper.
If a telephone call is made and the per~on
wanted is not available a simple recording instrument can be set in motion and a message
dictated that can be repeated at any time later.
The Poulsen telegraphone, invented many years
aio, is a device in which _a telepho1;1e message can
be impressed upon a movmg steel ribbon oy means
of magnetic action. When the ribbon has nm
through a simple reproducing device it repeats the

message, but so feebly that the invention was
abandoned.
An instrument has now been constructed by a
man named A. Nasarischwily with which the 1·eproduced sound can be amplified to any degree uf
loudness by the use of one of the valves now employed universally in wireless reception. The
steel wire or ribbon, with its magnetic message,
can be 1·emoved from the instrument and sent by
post and the message reproduced i;-i any other instrument, and permanent 1·ec01·ds can be made of
speeches and so on.
The inventor claims that a message or signal
may be spoken from a train into a i-ailway line
and -received by the driver of the train following.

MONEY IN RABBITS
The government_of New South Wales spends
a large sum annually in the payment of royalties on the skir.s of rabbits killed, the aggregate royalties in the last seven years amounting
to over $4,000,000. The fact that in one year
as many as 25,280,000 skins were. thus paid foi·
has given rise to an inquiry as to what is done
with the skins. An investigation into the concli~
tions obtaining in New South Wales shows that
although the rabbit is doing immense harm to
vegetation, and fully deserves the ill repute into
which it has fallen, its extermination would caus&
the collapse of two most profitable industries,
that of the -rabbit killer, and the rabbit skin
dealer.
A killer gets two cents a head royalty from the
government for killing the animal, the skin of
which he can then sell at from four to six cen\s,
and for the meat he can get from two to four
cents from the canning factories. The skins are
bale-pressed and exported to London, where, so
brisk is the· business, the sales every six weeks
average from 1,500 to 2,000 bales, each bale holding about two hundred skins. ·
It is not surprising, therefore, that a large
number of people in Australia find rabbit killing
more profitable than farming.
The skins, which are bought. up in bulk in London by the hat manufacturers, are turned over to
operators who pluck off the pelt by hand, no suitable machinery for the purpose having yet been
invented. A fine blue fur is then left on the pelt.
The skin is then pru:ed away from the fur by machinery so delicate that when the last paring is
cut off the fur sometimes hangs in one filmy section. This is worked up into felt. The English
rabbit supplies the best fur, then comes the New
Zealand rabbit and then the Australian.
At one time large quantities of hats were exported from England to America, but now the
Americans can dress skins · as well as the English, and they make all their own hats, importing
the fur from England. It is hard to understand
why American hat makers do not impoi-t their
skins direct from Australia, as they turn out
probably not less than 65,000 hats every year, as
against the 40,000 of the English manufacturen.
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FROM ALL POINTS

WORK & WIN
Stories About Fred Fearnot

rt'HERMOMETER MEASURES 380 DEGREES
BELOW ZERO
A new thermometer, . which measures accurately temperatures as low. as 380 degrees below
zero, Fahrenheit, was described to members of the
American Philosophical Society by Dr. W. A.
Noyes, professor of chemistry at the University
of Illinois. As mercury freezes at such a low
temperature a bulb connected with a very narrow
tube containing air is used. As the air expands
and contracts with variations in temperature a
small globule of mercu1·y, kept at a temperature
above its melting point, moves back and forth,
thus serving as an index.

We can still s·upply the following numbers of the
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
•

1330 Fred Vearnot·~ Search for Smith: or, 'J'he Man Who
C'o11ld Not Be Found.
1337 " At th(' Fnlr: or, Shaking Things Up at Shagtown.
1:{:IB " HuntP<I: or, A Plot That Was HRro co Solve.
13:19 " and tbe Boy Boxer: or, Giving a Puglllst
Point•
1340
'l'empera11ce Play: or, Fighting Drink wltb the
Drama,
1341 " D<'al h Sllde; or, Down tbe Great. Mountain
Flume.
1.342 " Call h,v Wireless: or, tbe F'rlend Who Played
him taJ•e.
1343 " o 11<1 th,• 0'-'<'<'r Quartette: or, .nm. J'nck, J'oe
uncl Jerr,v.
BUILDS HOUSE FOR $742
1341 " and tbe Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting tbs
Train Thieves.
.
Built from odds and ends from historic old
1345 " •.rrv for Goal: or, Winning In the Last Moment.
buildings, the home of Herbert E. Maynard in 1346
" lndl11n Boy: or Clvlll7.lnl:' a Savnge.
Sl:lcc:rsville, R. I., built by him at a cost of just 1347 " Gr<"nt i"acritlce ! or, All for the Sake or a
Jl'rl<"n<l.
$742, is one of the show places of the State.
1:.\48 " nod "Tlrerl 'T'lm'·: or. "rhf" T,nzi0st Rnv in Tnwn.
Maynard and his wife spent several years ccl- I:1~9
" Foothnl! nlnnts: or, Hnndlfne: a Henv:v T,lne.
lecting material for the house, securing doors , 1350 " E.:plorlng Trip: or, A Week in the Crystal
Cuves.
in one place, window sashes in another and furthe Fur Hunters; or, A Trlo to Hudson' •
nishin-•·3 from all ove1· the State. Much of the 1351 " nnrl
Bay,
material used in construction of the house came J:l.'i2 " Lnng Pass: or, The Pia:-, That Pum:led All.
1:s,53 " an/I the "Dut,:h Flyer": or, Up Against the
from the old Slatersville Tavern, recently tnrn
Cham pion Skater,
down after being a landmark in the town for 1351 " Mvsttr
Mark: or, The Hll)doo's Strange War11•
n1ore than 100 years.
Ing,
Named by neighbors "The house of antiquity," 1:\5~ " Ire ('utter: or, Thr Fo•t.-st _Boat on the T,ake.
the Bov Millionaire: or. On the Road
the place is furnished with old tables, chairs 11nd 1350 " and
to Ruin .
othe1· furniture, some of which is 125 year;; old. 13;,7 " Hoekev Winners; or, A Hot Garn.- on the lef!.
Maynard has retouched all the old furniture him- 1358 " Five-Mil,- Slide; or, The Toboggan In the
Mountnln•.
self, and is known all over the State as an i".U- 1359 " \V,-,-k
of Danj,\'er: or, Dealing wlth the Wharf
thority on things antique.
Gang,
"Any one who pays Tent is foolish," declares 1860 " In the Gym; or. Wlnt.-r Sport with College
Bo:vs.
Maynard, "for any man can built a place like this
1301 " nn/1 th<" Rurled Gold; or, Fighting tbe Mexlean
at ~mall cost."
Bandits.
1362 " OcPan Voyage: er, The Mystery or Stateroom
No. 10.
SALT ISLANDS
rnfl:1 " Hundred-Mlle Race: or. Ten Hours on Skate•.
the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving an Honest
Avery's celebrated salt island in Louisiana has 1364 '' and
Hoy.
a rival. Carmen Island lies in the Gclf of Cali- 1360 " anrl "Rnrd Lnck Horry"; or, The Boy Who was
Always in Troubl<'.
fornia, some frve miles from the peninsula. It 1s
nlilg Drive: or, The Cbamptons ot the
only nineteen miles long by six broad, but it is 13G7 " Lle:hf
Rink.
one of the most valuable small islands in the 13GB " ancl thp Tndlan Queen: or. The "Bad" Men ot
world, as it contains immense deposits of pure,
thE' 'l'rndlnt? Po~t.
C'onntrv Run: or, Winnlnit the Great.
white, natural salt. It is owned by James Viosca, l:l69 " Cro~s
Pa ner C'bnst'.
a Spanish-American, who went to Lower Cali- Ja70 •• Trnlnlnit 'l'rin: or. In the South with a Baseball Nine
fornia thirty years ago. He resides at La Paz,
Litt!" Dick: or, The Trials or n Poor
but spends much of his time on the island super- 1371 " anil
VVorki11g- Boy.
intending the salt mines. The salt deposits cover 1372 " Bas,,hall Giants: or. Winning the Opening

a surpace of 1,000 acres.
About a third of this acreage is a mas.i of pure,
clean, white salt; the remainder is covered simply
with a layei- of soil, brought there by rains from
the adjacent mounta1ns, and also in places with
a thin coating of pure, white salt beneath. The
salt deposits in this basiu haye proved, by actual
investigation, to be fourteen feet in thickness, but
it i.-; hard to work at any depth below the surface as the• briny water, sweeping through, creates' a new layer of salt of from five to eight
inches in thickness in fifteen days. The most remarkable thing about this deposit is the fact- that
although the salt ha.s been taken from this basin
for ages,· the su?:face of the lake has never been
lowered, but always retains the same level.

1373
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137l "
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1376 "
1377 "
1~18 "
1379 "
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"
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"
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Grune-.

Boy Life-Savers: or. Brave Work On th@
Bt•ach.
nt T,one Pine: or Tl)I' Myst<>ry or the Moonshine
C'11rr10.

'

Playing the Game j or, Out ,vlth His Nt>w Nine.
Ron1l Rirler~: nr. Rust1111g Witb Roughs.
and the Battery Boys; or, After tbe Wharf Rats.
C,}p,•.. 1· f1nrvf•~: or, Rr•ating Out thC' Batsmen.
Jslin1<l llI)•st~ry: or, C'Rmpine: Jn Canada.
Boy M11r<·PI: or. Rrlnging Out n Young Pitcher.
Jlnr/1 Pull; or, Wlnnlnl? the Single ScullA.
Among the Poor: or. Thr Dark Side of Lite.

Any of the above nnmbers will be malled to you

postuge free. upon receipt of the 1>rice 1n n1oney, or
postago stamp~.
.a AJ!RY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER, INC.,
166 ·west 23rd Streot,

Now York, N. Y.
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FOR RATS
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BOYS!
Spiffy Speedster

A real auto with powerful 2½ h. p. engine

It has been estimated that the
cau::;ed
damage
by rats to the
food supply and
What word1 do theee numbers make? Each nu.albcr in the
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and so on. 6 000 Free Votee toward Spiffy_Speedster and
other Grand Prizes and full particulars FREE to all who
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"What would.I do if I lost my job?"
W
HAT would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

3uppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a traine~ man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
llnally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!
Decide to-day that you are going to get the spe•
cialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if you really try.
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________________ _
Mail the Coupon To-day/

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOUI

Box 4489-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without

OOAt

or obllgatlon. 111ta~e tell me how I ••n quallh tor

th e oolitton or ln the 1ubject 'be/ore \i.blch I bue marked an Z::
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Buoto.., Manai:ement

ISaksmanehlp

BustneH Law
Banldng &nd Bankln• Law
Account&JlCl7(1ocludtosC.P•.A.)

I

I
I

Industrial Management
Peraonnel Orll:'&nlz.&Uoo
•rrafflc Management

Nifholson Cost Accou11t1nc
Bookkee))ln,r

D French

TECHNICAL AND

Rt~nographJ and Tn>ln.S
Business Enellsb
Civil Serv!u

Rallw,cy Mail Clerk
Common Schoo] Subject•

Private Seeretary

~pant,b

Ad"rertl!dn,:
Better Lett.era
Show Card Letterlns

.

Rtgh School Subject•

DlustraUnc

D Cartooo111S

INDUSTRIAL COURSES

Electrical Enclneer!nir

EJectrJc Llghtinl'
Mechantcal Engineer
Mf'chantca.l Draftaman

Machine Shop Practice
lla11rond Poeltiona
Oaa Enline OoeratlDc
CJvU En~neer

~:t~~f~~:tnd lfaPJ)!Dg
Stt>Am Endoeer1Da

Radio

Architect

A.rcbltecta• Blue Print•
Contractor and Builder
ArcbJtectural Dra!uman

Concrete Builder
~tructural Engtneer
Chemistry O Pharmuy
AutomobUe Work

~~~'l~a8~io!n&1nH

Agriculture and Poultry

Mathewattca

Name .............. H••·•·•· ........- • • - - - • .... ···•···•·•· .. ·····••·•·•••·•··••······••········
Street
3 .e .. 2 4
Addrese ..............................- ............................................................... .

Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the Internatio11al Corrcspo11dcncc Schools will train

•

you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

Clf.7................................................. .1:!tate.............................:.............
Occupatton ........ .......................... ..
PfftOfl.! rtltidino (n Canada ~hOlild 3Md t1Hi <'Ollpon u, the Jntttru"°'141 Oorr•1vondBt1U 8dool, Ouncutian# Lbnt,id# Moritreal. CGNCH14.

.'·
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OUR TEN-CENT ·HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

113..'\ Youug Wilt.I West Gunning for Gold; or, Outwit-

No. l. NAPOLl<:ON'S ORACULU~J AND DREAM
BOOK.-C'ontalnlng the grE'at ornclp of human deAtiny;
Rlso the trne mE"anlng of alm()st anv kind or dreams
tngpthPr with cb1trms, ceremonies and curious games
cnrlle.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-'J'hp grE"nt hook or
magi<' Rn<I <'8rd trkks, <'Ontn!nlng fnll !natructlnn• on
nit !Padin<: ~nrd trlrk• of •be day, also thl' moat populRr
magkal illn~lons as pnformed by our IPndlng magi•
dnns; PVer~• hoy should phtaln a copv or this hook.
No. S. HOW TO FLIRT. -ThP arts nnd wiles of
ftlrlntlon nrP fully c-xplalned hy -this llttlP hook. ReRldE's the varloua methods or bnn<1ker<:'hlef, fnn. glove,
paraMI, window Rnd hat tllrtntlon, It contains 11 full list
of thP lano:unlfe 1111<1 •l'ntlment or tlow<'rS.
No. 4. ROW TO DANCE Is the titlP ot this little book.
It contRlns full ln•tructlon11 in tllp nrt of <1nnr!ng, etlciuettP In thP ballroom nn<1 at parties, how to dr<'•A, an<1
tun dlrPrtlons for calling otr In all popular square
dancps.
No. ~- ROW TO MAKE LOVE-A complPte galr1p to
love, c-ourt•MP and marriage, giving SE'nAlhle oclvlc-e.
rules nod .-ttqu.-ttP to ht> obAPrvpd, with many clfrlous
nnn lntPr.,stlnlf tltlni,-s not gen<'rallv known:
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATRT.ETF..-Glvlng
full lnatru<·ttons for the use of d11mhell11, ludlnn club,
parnllPl her•. horl1.ontal bnrM end v11rlou11 othE'r mpthod•
nf develnplnll.' n good. healthy muscle; containing ovpr
Al-.:ty llln•trntlonA
No. 1. HOW TO Kl1:EP RIRDR.-Hnndaom,-lv 111u•trntPd nncl rnntnlnlng full fnatructlon• for the- mnnal!'emPnt And training of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
hlnrkhlrd. nnrnqnPt, nnrrot, Ptc.

ot

Nfl. 9.

-

HOW TO DO IT I Or, BOOK OF F.TlQl'F:TTE.

-rt l• n grPnt life secret, nnd onP thnt Pvery young
m•n dPslrPs to.know ahout. ThPre's happlne•a In It.
No. 14. HOW TO .\IAKE CANDY.-A <'Omf)lPlP hnndhoolc for making nll kinds of candy, icP-crenm, syrups.
('co::.:enrf'R, f't<-.
No.

lR.

1136 "

HOW TO

RF:C'O'fF. REAUTJJ'UJ,.-OllP

"

1138

"

English Earl; or, The Search fGt '
an<I ti.le Man.
l>llsslng
anJe~bi.t~~-dlan Agent; or, Arletta Shooting fo

1139
lHO

"
"

Lusso Uu,•1; or, Th,- Picnic nt Dry Bottom.
anc~c~i1~~ U. S. l\fsrshall; or, Arletta as a De-

1141
1142

"
"

81opping a Flood; or, Savlnf. a Doomecl Camp
!J'i"ue~all Coach; or, Ar ettn and the Lady
01

IH3

"

nn~ ~~e t!;!_tic Do1.en; or, The St'ourge ot Red

llH

"

lHCi

"

Ilel1>lug- the 9th Cavalry; or, Arletta 88 a
Rharpshooter.
nnJ Jbcl:t.:,~er'a "Kid"; or, I<'lghtlng for a

lHO

"

a,~ie t~~t~;~~kln

1147

"

Fight on thp llfesa: or, Surrounded hy GreaRer~.
LG"o~tg a Raid: or, Arletta and the Bars of

HOW TO ENTF:RTAJN AN F.''F.NJ'IIO
No. 20.
PA RTY.-A mofit rnmpJ,-te compendium or 1:rnmPa sports.

1:

0

01

Rustleu; or, Arletta Snvlng

1148

"

1149

"

atB!:J'ekr~e Camp; or, A Fonrth of July on the

lHSO

"

C'lrnered by Apaches; or, Arl,-tta and tho
PolMnPd Atrow.
ani?us•;:~~~ocen t Ike"; or, Trapplny a Tricky

1151.

"

]Hi?

"

1153

"

1154

"

llf,5

"

1151;

"

llCiT

"

Pralr1P Pursuit: or. Arletta a ('apttve
ancl the Texas C'owboys: or, The Sc.rlmmnge
with the Rh«-ePmPn.
Washing Out Gold: or, Arletta's Lucky Discovery.
Mcxlcan Mlxup: or. ".f'llp Sliver llflnp DlsnutP.
11t tlu' ,vldow's Claim: or, Arletta's Brave Deft-"Hl-(t'.'.lo ,

ancl th,- Range Boss; or. Crook,-d Work at the
I

Sle-eny J.

" · C'¼'fs1,~~te. by
11:l9

"

1160

"

1161 "
1162
Jl(}:J

"II

or,

Arletta'e Daring
and fhp J\fpxlcnn DPadshot: or, Tb,- Shooting
Mntrh On th.- Rorder
at ffard T,uck: or, Arletta and the Rtrenm of
Gold.
DefPnclln11: 11. Ranch: or, Be~legpd hy CattlA
RustlPrR.
and the J\lin<>r's Trap: or. ArlPtta'• (}rpnt !'!hot.
Savages;

nt \c•ti Ills.th 1rnir: or, 'l'hP T,i,·P1iPt,;t 1'tn11' on
H1•("1>r(l.

Rl•ky RldP: or, ArlPttn and thP Gulch nnni,-.
lluckskln Rand: or. ThP Rherll!"s Big- Mlstnke.
Douhlo 'l'rlumnh: nr, Arlpttn Rnvlnlf thP Pln11:.
and "('owhoy .Tnck": nr. ~polllnt? a Ranrh Raid.
11(;1'! " Only C'hnnrP: or. ArlPttA's Quick Throw.
11611 " DPSJ)('r:itP Charge: or, The Rhot Thnt Rent the
RPcl•klns.
1170 ' nt (lilrl Dust Flat: or, Ar!Pttn 11nd the R!'Cr<'t
Rnn<l.
1171 " In Dnnger; or, Helping the Trapp<'rl Cavnlry11!\+
Jlfi;i
1166
1167

"
"
"
"

11i2

"

1nf"n

1173 "

of

th PhrlgbtPst 11110. most valunhlp little hooks PYPr given
to thp worlrl. Evervbodv wlshPs to know how to llP<'Ome hPnutlf11l. hotli malP and female. The secret ls
sltni>l<' nnd nlmost costless.

tile

1137

ROW TO REOO!lfF. A VENTRIT,OQtrJRT.-

Tiy Harry RPnn<'dY. Flvery lntelll11rent hoy r<•nd lnl? thl•
hook nf Instruction• <nn mRSter thP nrt, and crentP anv
nmount of fuu for lllmself nn<1 friends. Tt Is thl' great•
eat hook PVPr nuhlf•hPd.
No. 1(1, HOW TO ROJC.-'l'hp n.rt of • 0 1f-drfenae made
Contnlnlng ovpr thlrt.v 111uatrntlnn• of gunNls,
easy
blo,vs and tbp <'lltrrrpnt poAftlon• of a l?OOcl ho1<er. FJYpry
hov •ho11ld obtain nnp of tllPSe useful nnd ln•tr11<'tlve
hook•. as It wlll tcncb you to bo1< without nn lnAtructor.
No. ll. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-Llr.TTERS.-A mo•t
completp llttl(• book, cont11.lnlng full dlrertlonR for writIng lovp-Jett<'rs, and when to use them, giving specimen
lett<'rS for vou ng n nd old
No. 12. now TO WRITE LF.TTER"I TO LADIES.
--{Hvlng complete Instructions for writing letters to
ladiPs on nil subjects; also lett,•rs of tntrodu<'tlon, notes
nnll rE'']UestA .
No. 13.

IATES'l: ISSUES

ting the Jlllne Plotters.
F0u\~t to Flg-ht; or, Bow Arletta Bossed

ll74

"

1175

"

1176

"

n11'1

th<' Dutrlrn,,,n 's C'laim; or, Aripttn

fpnrlinl!

lf,-.r T.if,,

DP-

Tam Ing thP C'owpnnch~rs; or, The Hard Crowd
or Bull '!'oil Rnnch .
A ftPr tlw "Vultures": or. Arletta and the
Rnnd of TPn.
Calf Ing thP •.rwo Gun J\fan; or, Saving a Sh<>r•
itT's Life.
011<! th,• !In,, Ronrhero; or. Ifol11lng a 'l'endcrroot fo

f{U('f'P"-J.; .

l'or Hie 117 all ne1Hdealert1, or WIii be aent i. aa,
addre.aa on receipt et prtae, lOc. per IIOPJ',
la mone7 or 1tam111. by

and "Oing<'r .Jnkf""; or The BoAs or Ghnlet
Gnlrh.
1178 " a 11cl thP C'hortnw ChlE'f; or, A rl!'ttn Dpfying
thP R1•1l~ldns.
11,!l " D<•fylno: nn Am hush; or, Arletta LPadlng the
C'a,·nlr.v.
llM " SnvNl P.v n Signal; or, Arietta and the Vanishing- T.ii,:ht.
1181 " Douhll' Sub!Tlp: or. The Celebration at Burk•
horn Rnnch.
1182 " Capturing a Chief; or, Arletta As a CanlrJ'
Hcont.
1183 " and the Lone Cahln: or, The Raiders ot the
Gorge.
J'or sale by ell nPws<1eB1Pra, or will be went to any ad•
dress on receipt of price, 8t'. per copy, In moneJ'
or posta1:re stamps b7

New York City
166 West 23d Street
KARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.

HARRY E. WOLFP', Publisher, Inc,
Ne,r York Ci._
166 West 23d Street

rnr<l dlv<>rslons, <'nmlc rerltntlons, Pt<'., s111t1thle for parlor or drnwlni,:-room entPrtnlnment. It contains more
for the monoy than nny hook puhll•hP<l.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA"R.-'T'hls little
hook l!'IVPR the explanation to nll kinds or dreams. tog-Pther with lurky and unlucky days.
No. !~. HO"' TO WRITE I.ETTERS TO GF.NTT,EMEN.-C'nntnlnlng full dlrPCtlons tor writing to g-Pntlenwn on a 11 •n hjects.
No. 23. HOW TO BECOl'lfF. A ov,1NA!'IT.-('ontalnln1f full rllrertlonR tor alt kinds of g-ymnnstlc sports and
athPltlc exPrcl•en . Embrarlng thlrty-flv~ lllustratlons.
Ry Professor W. Mnc<lonalll.
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